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Summary. 
Since the time of D'Arcy, the study of the flow ·of fluids through 
paoked beds of particles has used a convenient analogy from electrical 
theory. Resistivity, or its inverse, permeability is ascribed to the 
bed and, at low Reynolds numbers at least, this property is sufficient 
to describe the behaviour of flow. 
However, the permeability of a bed is not the fundamental property 
that electrical resistivity is and it is necessary to relate it to a 
more fundamental property of the system if it is ever to be possible 
to exercise predictable control over it. 
In this thesis, the relationship between the permeability of a 
bed and the particle size distribution of its constituent particles is 
considered. A literature review is presented which surveys all the 
attempts which have partially succeeded in producing such a relationship. 
A new theoretical model, based on the mean pore diameter and tortuosity 
is derived which relates the permeability of a bed directly to its 
particle size distribution. Experimental measurements of permeability 
are presented and compare well with the model in some cases. In other 
cases, the bed is found to be unstable and the penneability of the 
bed is itself ~influenced by the flow of fluid. The reasons for the 
instability of the bed are discussed. 
(i) 
Reading o~ the Thesis. 
Throughout this thesis the tems "porous media", "porous beds" 
and "packed beds" have been used synonymously, although it is 
realised that this is not strictly correct. 
To clarify the nomenclature, each run has been ascribed a 
certain code which can be explained as ~ollows: 
For example, Run G3A1 means the ~irst o~ a series o~ runs 
on Grade 3 glass beads in Gell A, similarly with all other experiments,' 
(ii) 
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Chapter 1 
1. Introduction and Purpose of the Investigation 
Fundamental studies on the flow of fluids through packed beds 
are applicable in many fields of engineering, among which are the flow of 
gases in absorption~.:bowers, the passage of 1:I:quid through filter cakes, 
the seepage ot oil through Band, and the movements of water through solidB 
and sandB. The laws governing fluid flow through porous beds are of 
considerable practical importance since the calculations involved in 
such diverBe problems mentioned above demand a thorough knowledge of 
the mathematical relationships underlying these laws. In the field of 
filtration where the design of filtering equipment is still carried out 
by rule-of-thumb methods there are great difficulties in bridging the 
gap between theory and practice. It is seldom feasible to produce a 
slUrry with consistent filtering properties and this has hindered the 
application of the results of laboratory tests to the design of full 
scale plant. Therefore a proper understanding of the fundamental laws 
of filtration, both for the cake and the filter medium, rests on the 
study of the flow through packed beds. 
In this work, it is proposed to investigate the fundamental 
aspects of the subject and to summarise the more important and 
relevant studies of various workers. 
1.1 The Initial Investigations - D'Arey's Law 
Historically. filtration theory of real importance started with 
the work of Poiseuille (1). 
6'P _ 
L 
In 1842. he published the relationship: 
32 ,u lA 
7c1~ 
which describes the flow of fluid through a capillary. Many attempts 
have been made to use the. above equation for flow of fluids through 
porous media assuming that a porous bed is equivalent to an assemblage 
1 
of capillaries. Needless to sBy, such attempts failed. The main 
contribution of Poiseuille's Equation, however, is that it predicted 
the powerful effect decreasing capillary (pore) size would have on the 
resistance of a porous bed while setting down the proper relation of 
the variables occuring in D'Arcy's Equation • 
. D'Arcy's Law 
In 1856 Henry D' Arcy described in hie book "Lea Fontaines 
Publiques de la Ville de Dijon", a series of experiments on the downward 
flow of water through filter sands. He established that the rate of 
percolation of water per unit area of the sand bed was directly 
proportional to the difference in pressure across the bed and inversely 
proportional to the thickness of the bed. Thus D'Arcy's results are 
expressible by the equationl 
<t =- K' (h .. - h) L 
This relationship soon became known as D'Arcy's Law and 
subsequently ~ separate attempts have been made to give D'Arcy's 
empirical expression a more general physical formulation. An important 
modification of the original D'Arcy's Equation was taking the 
viscosity effect into consideration. Hence, D'Arcy's equation can be 
written aSI 
q = _ K ll."P ( ) r 1.1.3 jAL 
since (h",- h,) is proportional to the pressure drop across the bed. 
The validity of D'Arcy's Law has been tested on many occasions 
(4)(6)(8). It is now generally accepted that the Law breaks down 
at high velocities. This could be expected on physical grounds. 
At low flow rates the viscous forces are much larger than the inertial 
2 
! 
forces. The fluid, as it flows through the bed encounters both change 
, 
in direction and in cross-sectionsl area, and therefore the fluid 
experiences accelerations. At larger flow rates the inertial forces, 
which are proportional to the square of the velocity are no longer 
negligible and the flow rate· increases more slowly with pressure 
gradient than in the linear range. The variation in pressure 
gradient with velocity can be best expressed as (2)1 
~'P 
L 
av + bvn 
with n having a value in the neighbourhood of 2. By analogy with 
hydraulics of flow through cormuits, the range in which D'Arcy's Law 
is valid has been called the "viscous" or "laminar" region, and the 
range of high flow rates where D'Arcy's Law breaks down has been 
known as "turbulent- region. Ma~ investigations have been directed 
towards finding the critical Reynold8 Number at which D'Arcy's Law 
breaks down. However, there has been a fairly wide discrepancy in 
setting the value of the critical Reynolds Number. Muskat (,3) 
suggested a safe upper limit of 1. Carman (4) used a modified 
Reynolds Number and found that D'Arcy's Law ceases to be valid above the 
value of 2. Plain and Morrison (5) have found the critical value to 
be as high as 75. Such a wide divergence can be attributed to the 
inherent ambiguity in the definition of quantity d entering in the 
Reynolds Number expression. Some attempts have also been made to 
obtain a more definite value for the critical Reynold's Number by 
somehow bringing the porosity into the expreseion but without mnch 
success (6)(7). A very interesting result of these experiments is, 
however, that the critical ReynoldJe Number above which "turbulence" 
ie believed to occur is mnch lower for a packed bed than for straight 
conduits. The conclusion from this can only be that a porous medium 
is not equivalent to an assemblage of capillaries as Poiseuille had 
assu:mlld. 
D1Arcy1s Law when applied to gases at low pressures gave 
anomalous results. Thus, Fancher and co-workers (8), and Ruth (9) 
have observed that air permeabilities are higher than liquid 
permeabUit:les for the same porous bed. This phenomena 18 observed 
if' the pore diameters become comparable with or less than, the mole-
cular mean f'ree path· of the £lowing gas.(lO) 
Hazen (11) in 1892 ~erimented withfUter sands of fairly 
uniform size ranging from O.l.to 3.Omm. He suggested the following 
formula for permeabilitYI 
K= (1.1.5) 
In the actual experiments conducted by Hazen, the value of' c varies 
from 46 to 146. 
If the £low rate is expressed as cubic feet of water per day 
per ft2 of filter area, dlO in mm, the loss of head in feet, then 
values of c ranged from 1300 for dirty sand to above 4000 for clean 
sand. The usual limit for ordinary sands being between 2300 - 3300 
(12) • 
Hazen's formula, though widely accepted by sanitary engineers 
does not contain any term of porosity. It was modified by Mavis 
and WUsey (12) who carried out extensive experiments on Iowa River 
sands. 
/ ~ =/ 9~Q 
j 
I 
It can be noted that the porosity term is 
, 
l ( 
4 
(1.1.6) 
(1.1.7) 
included in the £low 
equation and that the flov rate is a function of sixth pover of 
porosity. 
Slicbter (13) made. a sttrly of the geometry of spheres and by 
. a modification of Poiseuille's Lav derived the folloving equationl 
10-,2 A d 2. D,"P 
KsJA L 
(1.1.8) 
Comparing equation (1.1.8) vith D'Arcy's Equation givesl 
K= IO-l. d~ 
i 
The value of Ks varies from 13.7 for a porosity of 45%, to 84.4 for a 
porosity of 26%. 
Terzaghi (14) used Slicbter's equation as a basis for 
deriving an empirical equation for permeability, assuming that the bed 
oonsisted of an assemblage· of capillaries parallel to the direotion 
of fluid flov. The final form of Terzagb1' s equation is given aSI 
K:: £[ E: - 0-13 ] cl: 
fA 3~ 1_£ 
(1.1.10) 
Although the vorks of Sliobter and Terzaghi are limited to 
regular packing of spheres, these workers have shovn the poverful 
influenoe of porosity and partiole size on pressure drop correlations. 
1.2 Hydraulic Radius Theory 
In later investigations of the theory of flov through porous 
beds, the tendency has been to discard the analogy vith flov througb 
capillary channels. Also, instead of using the partiole size as a 
parameter proportional to an in\aginary ~ equivalent oapillary diamete~, 
the latter approaoh is to regard it as a measure of the specific 
surfaoe of partioles. Intuitively, this seams reasonable as the flov 
5 
resistance is contributed by the surface offered to flow. The 
specific surface has also the advantage in that it is a definite 
geometrical quantity which can be easilY calculated for mixtures of 
shapes and sizes of particles. 
Blake (15) was. the first to apply dimensional analysi~ to 
correlate flow through porous. beds. One of Blakes' correlation~ 
was based on the assumption that the Telocity in the pore space is 
inTersely proportional to the porosity of the bed and on the 
as~umption that the effective path diameter is proportional to the 
Toid volume per unit of ·surface area. Using the principles of 
dimensional analysis he showed that for streamline flowl-
~=­
L 
. :I-
R M V S:l. (I-£J 9" / 0 C (1.2.1) 
k is often known as Koze~ constant although Blake developed 
this equation· about the same time. 
Blake found equation (1.2.1) suitable for correlating his data 
on the flow of air and water through glass beads, crushed pumice and 
cylinders but the range in porosity was small. However there was 
some discrepancy in the correlation for the data obtained from the 
flow of air and water through Raschig rings. In the absence of a 
knowledge of orientation and shape factors of particles Blake's 
equation is not of general applicability. 
Koze~'s work (16)(17)(18) which was later modified by 
Carman (19) is the most widely accepted explanation of flow through 
porous beds. It assumes the porous medium to consist of an 
as~emblage of channels of various cross-sections, but of definite 
length. These channels however, are not necessarily circular. For 
a slow and steady flow, Koze~ was able to show that 
6 
K= (1.2.2) 
. Equation (1.2.2) is known as the Kozeny Equation and C 1$ a dimensionless ! . 
constant depending on the geometrical form of the capillary cross-section. 
For a·circle C = 0.50, for a square C = 0.5619 and for an 
equilateral triangle C = 0.5974. 
Brooks and Pure ell (20) have discussed various modifications of 
the Kozeny Equation. One of the suggestions accounts for the fact that 
the tubes of fiow in a porous medium are not straight and the path 
length of the fiow 1$ greater than the height of the porous bed. A 
correction term is thus added to equation (1.2.2). If tortuosity 
is defined as the ratio of the fiow path length to sample height, the 
modified equation is 
K 
• It is difficult to veri~ Koseny's equation since S andliare 
difficult to determine independently. Also, C is only an 
empirical factor which shows considerable variation from one bed to 
another. However, Kozeny's theory is· intended to have general 
applicability to all porous media and it does show quite conclusively 
that £, S and K are interrelated. Carman (19) has shown that a 
pore space in a porous bed can be regarded as a single channel of very 
complicated cross-section and he has been able to produce a 
correlation making adequate allowance for the fact that fiuid path 
length is greater than the height in the original Kozeny Equation 
henceforth known as the Kozeny-Carman Equation. 
v- (i-£f 
The value of the constant k has been the subject of many investigations 
and it has been generally agreed that k = 5 as proposed by Carman is 
quite reasonable. Cou1son (21) has, however, claimed that k is a 
function of porosity and the fact that it has not been mentioned by 
ma~ workers is attributable to relatively large particles used by 
-
Coulson in his investigation. Equation (1.2.4) with the value of 
k = 5 implies that the value of C in the original Koze~ equation is 
equal to 1/5. This is in variance with the Kozenyl s Theory in which 
C is about t. Since Carman has found that C = 1/5' gives best 
experimental results, it casts some doubts upon the Koze~ Theory. 
Comparing DIArcy's Equation aDd the Koze~-Carman Equation 
givesl 
K- 5" S~ (, -£t 
and this equation has been used by Carman for calculating specific 
surface from permeability measurements. 
Equation (1.2.4) can be written in the form of dimensionless 
groups using specific surface (S) of the bed instead of So' Thus, 
SF £} = s(? S ) 
Lf+V"S f.f V (1.2.6) 
where (A r ) is a modified form of Reyno1ds Number proposed by 
Carman W~Ound that DIArcy's Law fails when (51 S ) exceeds 2.0. 
Substituting S = 6(\ -£) for sperical particles and rearranging 
equation (1.2.6) gives I 
A"P 
L 
cl 
(1.2.7) 
where RI is a constant and the pressure drop is proportional to 
8 
Under turbulent now conditions, Carman showed after Bubstitufr.ic,n 
of S that the pressure drop was proportional to (1-£) E? 
Carman was able to produce a general correlation taking into 
account both'laminsr and turbulent now, the resultant equation being 
(1.2.8) 
For streamline conditions the second term of equation (1.2.8) 
becomes negligible. 
Carman's work has been the most successful outgrowth of many 
attempts to study viscous now through packed beds of particuIate 
materials. Some of the more important features of Carman's work arel-
(1) It assumes a perfectly random packing of discrete 
particles through the use of mean hydraulic pore diameter 
expressed in terma of the average void fraction and 
particle specific surface. 
(2) It assumes no particular shape or size distribution 
and no factors of such parameters appear in the equation. 
(3) Theoretically, the constant in the equation is a 
function of porosity, particle shape and orientation 
(i.e. the actual shape of a cross-section available 
for now) and the length of now path to cake thickness. 
This is demonstrated experimentally by many workers 
(22)(23) for beds with orientated packings. For 
random packings of beds, or cakes having a constant 
cross-sectional porosity from top to bottom, the 
constant has been found to be 5 1: 10 ,for both 
spherical and non-spherical particles. 
(4) This figure has been found to work satisfactorily 
9 
down to particle size of t)jU diameter, but little or DO 
work has been done on beds of particles less than this 
size. 
1.3 Pressure Drop correlations analogous to £low through 
Conduits 
.. A series of investigations on pressure drop correlations have 
been based on.the assumption that £low through It porous bed closely 
resembles £low of liquids through conduits (7)(24)(25)(26)(27)(28) 
(29)(30) and that there is a condition of £low in porous 
systems which resembles viscous £low, another which corresponds to 
turbulent now. The ~draulics of £luid £low through circular and 
open conduits have been studied by many investigations and are well 
understood. The work vas reviewed and correlated by !fUson and 
co-workers (31). These investigators applied the well known 
Fanning Equation to the data.and plotted the friction factor against 
the.Reyno1ds Number on logarithmic graph paper and obtained the now 
familiar friction factor charts popularly known as Moody Diagram (32). 
In the case of porous beds they provided empirical allowances for 
particle shape, roughness and porosity. Thus, the Reyno1ds Number 
is defined as (26) 
and the friction factor aSI 
Browne11 and Katz (7) based their correlation in a similar 
manner bringing in the porosity term. Thus 
R - .p..4~v~d.~ e-j £'" 
10 
and 
f 2.gc. d.b."p. £" L.V:jf, 
where n and m are exponents dependent on, the partiole shape and 
porosity of the bed. 
Values of m and n are determined by a plot of Reynold's 
Number and friction faotor function respectively against porosity 
with different parametersof'sphericity, whioh is defined as the 
ratio of the surface area of a sphere having the same volume as 
the particle to the surface area of the particle. 
Rappel (.3.3) made a study of the now of Vapours through 
moving beds of partioles, in which the entire bed moved with respect 
to the walls of the container, but the moving partioles remained in 
a fixed position relative to each other. Particles, both 
spherioal and non-spherical, ranging from O.015in. O.182in. in 
size were used in the experiments. Rappel used the reciprocal 
mean diameter instead of the diameter of the particle in the 
correlations for friction factor and Reynold1s Number. Thus 
f 2. L"f~' V~(I-£J 
(1 • .3 .6) 
where 
n lOO 
- ( : .4. ') (1.3.7) 
F L fo/.~ , 
For a material having a skeved-probability size distribution, the 
reciprocal weight mean diameter does not Tary greatly from the geometric 
or arithmetic mean diameters. Porosities varied between extremes of 
11 
32.7 to 49.2 and Happel did not take shape factors into consideration. 
1.4 Alternative Correlations ' 
A general equation governing the flow of liquids through a bed 
of granular material has been derived by Rose (34) using the method 
of dimensional analysis~ He arrived at the following equation: 
d -\·0 1-0 ' (~) ::: V (~~e1 (~11=(£) G (Yd) (1.4.1) . 
'0/ is given as a function of Reynold' s Number Md "'F (£) and F,{o/cl)are 
functions of £ and D respectively • 
. 
,.-( c) andd "-(:0) 
'. ) r c.. r, ~ are all determined experimentally and 
represented graphically. 
For very slow flow rates through a bed of large diameter 
composed of spherical partioles having a normal density of packing, 
equation (1.4.1) reduces to 
In a later paper Rose and Rizk (35) improved the general 
pressure drop correlation by bringing in shape factor and wall effect 
correlations. Thus, working on fixed beds whioh covered a wide 
range from nails and rivets to Bed saddles and spheres, the authors 
produced an empirical correlation curve with separate charts for 
correction factors for shape factor, voidage and wall effects •. 
I 
Over a relatively narrow range of porosities, Ergun (36) 
derived a correlation of pressure drop data given by the relationship 
1. L.~. y.1.. (1-£) 
where IIp in this instance is 'defined as Ys
o 
12 
1.5 Drag Theories of Permeabi1itz 
I 
An alternative approach to the problem of now through porous 
beds is to consider the drag forces on the particles forming the bed. 
One of the earliest models was by Iberall'(37) who was concerned with 
now through fibrous media. The outline of the approach is as 
follows I 
Assume that the separation and length of the fibres are large 
compared to their direction. The drag force on a single fibre per 
unit length is 
""F. - 4.;r')A'v, (1.5.1) 
If there are n f fibres of unit length in unit volume of bed~ then 1/3 
of them are parallel to the now. The pressure due to the drag 
on these fibres iSI 
(1.5.2) 
The drag force on the fibres perpendicular to the now per unit length 
is 
F = :t. 
where Reynold1s Number is defined as 
"R = e 
The drag force due to these fibres iSI 
(s!J:~ = 
\d. LJ" 
13 
(1.5.5) 
The total pressure drop is thus I 
d.:!:. = .±-tr.n-l'f . v. [I + 2.l1.5.6) 
ell 3 2-eoS~ 
if ~ is the volume of the fibres per unit volume of bed, then 
. Thus 
• 
• • 
Also 
. v = err . d~ n, 
Yf . .-+ . T 
lL 
(I_E) = 11... J-I . n-l 
4-
v.-
(1.5.7) 
. (1.5.8) 
(1.5.10) 
Combining equation (1.5.6), (1.5.9) and (1.5.10) and rearranging the 
square bracket I 
Hence 
K 3 16 
(1.5.11) 
• 
Since Re is a function of pore velocity, permeability is also 
a function of velocity in equation (1.5.12). This being true in 
practice, the drag theory may be considered to be an extension of the 
capil1aric models. 
Brinkman (38)(39)940) postulated another drag model in 
which he considered the pressure drop to be due simply to the viscous 
forces on a bed of spheres. 
By solving the Bernoulli's equation for the now aroun:l a 
,------------- ---------------------------
single sphere, the drag force was found to be: j 
Fs = 6 err jA. v.;."Rs [, +.Bs.... + R~ {K' 3K 
Since the total pressure drop is ns F. and since 
Then, 
4-
\-f: -3 .. ~] V"K- v 
(1.5.13) 
Carman's equation for permeability can be directly compared 
to the Brinkman's equation by substituting .2.. for So. Hence 
. . ~s 
k- (1-£ j (1.5.16) 
Also, equation (1.5.13) is a modification of Stoke's Law for 
dense swarm of spheres. For an isolated sphere (i.e. the 
permeability approaching infinity), the terms in the square bracket 
approaches 1. 
Equation (1.5.15) as it stands gives an expression for 
permeability in terms of the particle size and porosity. It would 
be interesting to see whether' the equation would hold for a size 
distribution of particles. Br1nkma n emphasized that his treatment 
might be justified if the surrounding spheres were small compared to 
the central sphere, and may be applied by analogy to the case where 
all the spheres are of the same size. 
Happe1 and Byrne (41) have also derived expressions for the 
force exerted on a single sph~re and extended these relationships to 
an assemblages of spherical particles. Their approximate final 
15 
solution for pressure drop is given as: 
(1.5.17) 
Rearranging equation (1.5.17) and comparing it with DIArcyls equation 
gives 
K 9R~ I-E: (1.5.111) 
The correlations put forward by Brinkman, and Happel and 
Byrne, neglect the~interaction of spheres and wall effects. No 
rigorous treatment exists for estimation of these effects in a 
concentrated assemblage. Drag Theories, therefore are limited in 
their use in packed beds, unless wall effects and interaction of 
particles are accounted for. Once these effects are known, it 
would be a very useful approach and could explain a number of 
phenomena occuring in packed beds which are still not yet understood. 
1.6 Statistical Theories 
One of the first attempts to represent a porous medium by a 
statistical method was that of Childs and Collis-George (42). This 
technique based on the probability of continuity of pores in 
adjacent planes in porous medium, has been further developed by 
Marshall (43) and by Millington and Quirk (44). The method 
developed by the latter authors involves dividing the pore volume 
into a number of classes, each having the same volume. The mean 
equivalent pore radius for each pore olass is calculated from mercury 
injection or water desorption methods. The permeability is then 
given by: 
K- [R~+ 3FI~+~' .... (''"1(106.1l 
16 
where n = number of pore classes and "R, > "R ... '> "RJ • " .; •••• > "R" 
This method assumes that the porous medium is isotropic and 
that the pore-size classes are distributed rando~. It is valid 
for a variety of consolidated materials as well as unconsolidated 
materials for which it was developed. 
An alternative statistioaltechnique, developed by Flood (45) 
does enable the formation factor to be used to distinguish 
different pore geometries, and so enable permeability calculations. 
In order to simulate the random nature of a porous bed 
Scheidegger (46) has developed a statistical theory. Basically, he 
consideres the Mrandom walk" of an element of fluid through a packed 
bed. The following assumptions were made by Scheidegger in a very 
comprehensive treatmentl-
(1) The bed may be considered to be an ensemble of 
systems all microscopically identical. 
(2) In any one system all possible conditions will be 
met. Furthermore, the time average of events is the 
same as the ensemble average. 
I 
(:~) The porous medium is isotropic and homogeneous. 
Having made the assumptions, Scheidegger's approach is as 
followsl-
The time interval of 0 _-+"> t is split into ~ intervals of 1" 
such that Ne' 't'=- t In every time interval '1" , the particle of 
fluid undergoes a displacement ~ which is represented in terms of 
Cartesian co-ordinates. The probability that a displacement 
takes place in interval is 
f (X) (1.6.2) 
This probability is normalised such that:-
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The average displacement in time.1r over the ensemble is given aSI 
In order to made· the median of the probability distribution zero 
the co-ordinates are transformed such that 
:x: I = :x-oc (1.6.5) 
The probability of displacement X, in the system is new f (::c,) 
Scheidegger then considered the probability that a particle 
of fluid which originally has co-ordinates (0,0,0) will be at 
(X,) y. ,:z) after time t, which will be a Gaussian distribution for 
a large number of displacements. This is given as 
(1.6.6) 
(1.6.7) 
. where D is the dispersion factor, equation (1.6.6) becomes . 
(1.6.8) 
This is a fundamental probability function describing the 
random walk of a parcel of fluid through the porous medium. This 
may now be related in various ways to the flow of fluid through the 
bed by relating displacement of an element of fluid to the 
properties of the bed by using the Navier-Stokes equations. 
Scheidegger has considered the fluid as a random entity 
where the randomness is inherent in the movements of the "particles". 
It would however, be preferable to attach randomness to the medium 
rather than the fluid. Hammers1ey and Broadbent (47) (48) have 
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discussed the possibilities of this approach in a general manner. 
1.7 Inf1uenoe of Partio1e Orientation on Pressure Drop 
Through Packed Beds 
Sullivan and Herte1 (50) in their investigations on packed beds 
cono1uded that there i~ need to modif.y the Kozeny-Carman Equation. 
These investigators suggested 'that the oonstant k in equation 
(1.2.4) be replaced by the term [U;02 e),J where e is the 
angle taken as that between the direotion of fluid flow and the 
normal to the surface of the packed bed exposed to the flow. The 
data of Sul1ivan and Herte1 are given in Table 1.7.1. 
Coulson (51) using the expression suggested by Sull1van and 
Herte1 oalculated the theoretical values of k for various 
orientations of spheres, cylinders, cubes and plates. It was found 
that the average value of k for cubes and spheres was 4.5 but 
cy1iuders and plates vary from k = 3 to 15. 
Martin and co-workers (52) studied the effect of particle 
orientation on the pressure drop by investigating the flow of fluids 
through various regular arrangements of spheres. These workers 
correlated the results of the different arrangements of spheres on 
the basis of the friction factor vs Reyno1ds Number. They arrived 
at the following equation for pressure drop through the various 
arrangements o~ stacked spheresl-
'f"'''4- 2-(~J b ~;£) dU1.7.1) 
o 
where b is an empirical term varying from 1 to 2. h .. is the height 
of periodic change of tractiona1 free area from layer to layer. 
The expression -LJh
1(1- et d. L is then the property ot 
hL e 
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Table 1.7.1 
Data o~ Sullivan and Hertel 
PaoJd.ng 
Element 
Spheres 
Cylinders 
Cylinders 
(oircular) 
~ature of Theoretioal Theoretioal 
orientation sin" (} _.....::k~ __ 
Random 2/3 4-.5 
PaoJd.ng 
Axis Pamllel 1 3.0 
to flow 
direotion 
Axis 1/2 6.0 
perpendioular 
to flow 
direotion 
20 
Experimental 
k 
+ 4-.5 ,.. 0.023 
6.04-
Table 1.7.2 
Data on staoking of' spheres by Martin and Co-workers 
Staoking 
. Arrangement 
Cubio 
Diatanoe 
between 
layers 
D· 
• • 
Orthorhombio 0.8660. 
Rhombohedral 0.7070. 
Orthorhombio n. 
Tetragonal 0.8660. 
Spheroidal 
Rhombohedral 0.8t6o. 
Number ot 
Tangent· 
Neighbours 
6 
8 
12 
8 
10 
12 
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Porosity 
004760 
0.3954 
0.2595 
0.3954 
0.3019 
0.2595 
Largest 
f'raotional 
f'ree area 
1.000 
0.635 
0.34.9 
1.000 
0.455 
Smallest 
f'raotional 
f'ree area 
0.214 
0.214 
0.214 
0.093 
0.093 
0.093 
the given arrangement. Table 1.7.2 gives the physical data on 
stacking of spheres by Martin and others. 
Martini s work has shown that orientation has a definite 
effect on, pressure drop through stacked spheres. Itseems 
reasonable to conclnde that differences in orientation can account 
for the variation in pressure drop through beds of particles of the 
same size and shape packed to the same porosity. For this reason, 
using the macroscopic porosity to oharacterize a packed bed ,could 
be seriously in error. 
1.8 Porosity Variation in a Packed Bed and the Wall Effect 
Most of the pressure drop correlations in flow through 
paoked beds employ porosity as a parameter to'describe the medi~ 
Porosity is a macro~oopic quantity and it does not describe the porous 
bed adequately. A number of investigations have been confined to 
produce a direct relationship between porosity and permeability 
(53)(54)(55). However, a simple consideration of theoretical 
possibilities of packing shows that a general relationship between the 
two parameters cannot exist, for it is quite possible for two porous 
media of the, same porosity to have different permeabilities. In 
the design of catalytic reactors and packed bed heat exohangers it is 
oustomary to assume that the distribution of flow is uniform aoross 
the oross-section of the paoked bed. ,A simple geometrioal 
consideration, however, indioates that the flow ohannels at the walls 
are larger in area and therefore offer smaller resistanoe to flow 
than in the oentre of the packing. For these reasons a number of 
investigations have been devoted to the study of porosity 
distribution in packed beds. 
A direct method of investigating the pore size distribution 
is by pouring paraffin wax or epo:zy resin onto a porous medium and 
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allow it to solidif,r. Concentric rings of various diameters are 
then cut off and analysed. (56) (57) 
Hutto (58) describes a very ingenious banding technique in 
which a coloured material was introduced at constant mass intervals 
in a constant rate filtration. The incremental volumes of cake 
. were measured by a photographic method. 
Rietema (59) employed an electrical method in which the 
. porosity at various heights in the filter cake were measured by 
recording the electrical resistance between metal pins inserted in 
the cake. Baird and Perry. (60) have also conducted experiments 
employing similar techniques. 
In general, the radial variation of porosity in a packed 
bed of uniform spheres takes the form of an OSCillatory wave. It 
varys from unity at the walls to a value of about 40% at the 
centre of the bed, depending upon the ratio of particle 
size to cell diameter. (56)(57) Figs. (1.8.1) (1.8.2) give the curves 
of porosity variation presented by these investigators. 
For irregular particles such as Berl saddles Roblee and co-
workers have found that the porosity decreases regularly from 100% 
at the wall to an average porosity at about one particle radius 
from the wall (Fig. (1.8.3». 
As regards the porosity variation along the depth of the bed, 
Hutto (58) has stated that there is a relative. decrease in 
porosity near the surface followed by an almost linear, less rapid 
der.rease continuing to the sept~ (Fig. (1.8.4». Grace (61) has 
however reported a conflicting observation where there was a very 
gradual decrease at the surface followed by a r~pid decrease from 
about· the middle of the bed.: (Fig. (1.8.5». Baird and Perry (60) 
in a recent paper reported that the minimum porosity in a filter 
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Table 1.8.1 
Voidage and oo-ordination numbers for types of equal 
sized sphere paokings.(Haughey and Beveridge) 
T;wpe of Bulk mean Co-ordination number, n 
paokins voidase olose near total 
f 0.4764 
2 0.4400 
3 0.40-0.41 
0.40 5-6 7-8 
0.375-0.391 (mean 5.5) (mean 7.1) 
0.375 8 
5 0.359-Q;.375 
0.36 
0.38 6-7 1-2 8-9 
6 0.2595 (mean 6.4) (mean 8.5) 
Defini tions of paokinS: 
1 •••••••••••••••••••••• Cubio. 
2 •••••••••••••••••••••• Gently settled random( e.g.after rluidization)-~··-
3 ••.••••.•••••••••••••• Loose random(e.g. rolled in one at a time) 
4 •••••••••••••••••••••• Poured random(e.g. poured together) 
5 •••••••••••••••••••••• C1089 random(e.g. poured pluB tamping) 
6 •••••••••••••••••••••• Rhombohedral 
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oake is not always at the septum, and may in faot be some way above 
it. 
Attempts to prediot the looal porosity variation in a 
randomly paoked bed of equal sized spheres have been made reoently. 
Thus Haughey and Beveridge (62) employed probability distribution 
methods ~or estimating looalporosity variation from available 
experimehtal measurements of the distribution of the number of points 
of oontaot on each sphere. (Table 1.8.1) This information is 
then used to caloulate the local variations present in some voidage 
depeooent structural properties of a paoked bed. 
The local mean voidage £1\ is defined as the fractional free 
volume in a local region of the bed volume, (\I) consisting of the 
local elements between a reference point and the outer limit of the 
region of interest. For spherioal co-ordinates the local mean 
voidage, £R is the fractional free volume within a spherical 
envelope of radius R sphere diameters from the centre of the base 
sphere (Fig. (1.8.6». For R = 1 the relationship between the terms is 
shown by Vi 
I £' dv' 
_ 0<;;.._--:-__ _ 
Vi (1.8.1) 
[EV' £ ~ (1.8.2) LVi 
A random·bed when viewed locally around a centre sphere, will 
not have recognizable pattern on the large scale but it will have unit 
oells which are repeated throughout the structure. The approaoh by 
Haughey and Beveridge describes this unit cell in terms of shells of 
spheres arranged around the reference or base sphere. Two types of 
packing are oonsidered:-
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(i) Triangular close packed model in which the first three of 
,the n possible. spheres. are placed together on the base 
sphere in a closed packed triangular cluster. The 
additionsl first shell spheres are then added successively 
to form further such triangular holes so that each 
additional sphere touches two others in the first shell. 
The second shell spheres are then placed in each of the 
triangular holes so formed. 
(ii) Triangular equispaced model in which the n first shell 
spheres do not. touch each other but are spaced equi-distant 
from each other over the whole of the surface of the 
reference sphere. The second shell spheres are placed 
in the Triangular spheres so formed. 
For both the models, the spherical envelope radius is 
R < 1.5 since the models are intended for local effects around the 
base sphere. 
The local mean porosity within a spherical envelope of 
radius R sphere diameters from the base sphere centre is given for 
either model by 
= (volume of spherical envelope - volume of solid 
within envelope) 
Thus 
volume of spherical envelope 
- I l+nV, £. = -R S"R3 for the first shell. 
'£ = \-fI. 1- n V. + p\{ for the gR~ second shell. 
(1.8.3) 
where V. and v;, are the partial volumes of the spheres enclosed in 
the spherical envelopes, the calculations of which are given by the 
authors in their paper. 
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The local mean voidages thus obtained from equations 
(1.8.3) and (1.8.4) are plotted in Figs. (1.8.7) and (1.8.8) for 
the two models. The shell limits are given in Table 
The authors have defined a mean local voidage by taking the 
arithmetic· mean of the two extreme cases. Thus 
E. = (£ ... + . £,.,,) (1.8.5) 
..... 2-
where E.... is the maximum local Voidage obtained when only the n 
contacting spheres penetrate the spherioal envelope with all the 
others bridging the holes outside the envelope. The minimum 
voidage ~nb is obtained when as many spheres as possible touoh or 
almost touch the base sphere, the maximum n being 12. 
Having obtained the local voidages, the distribution of the 
voidages is given by: 
(1.8.6) 
where i the probability of local voidage El' is given by: . 
)l:" 
(1.8.7) 
The effect of the co-ordination number n on the local . 
mean void age probability distribution l Tt" 
is given in Fig. (1.8.9) 
The work of Haughey and Beveridge is a very important 
contribution to the packing of spheres. They found that the local 
voidage fluctuates with distance from the reference sphere in a 
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I 
, 
similar manner to that of spheres packing randomly against a 
cylindrical wall but· the fluctuations decay more rapidly (Fig. (1.8.10». 
Their model is confined to the packing of uniform spheres only and the 
authors have asswned the property value in each local void cell to be 
affected solely by the voidage of that cell and have ignored the 
interaction of neighbouring cells. In practice interaction will 
occur and this would usually reduce the property variations. 
1.9 Time Dependence of Permeability 
Several investigators have reported changes in cake 
resistance or permeability during flow. Thus, Forchheimer (2) 
working in the field of· soil mechanics observed an increase as well 
as a decrease of permeability of sand and clay when percolated with 
water. Harting (63) working in the same field reported. the time 
dependence of permeability. The time to reach equilibriwn varies 
from a couple of hours for sand to some months for clay. 
Variations in permeability with time were also studied by 
Bodman (64) using distilled water. A sharp decrease in 
permeability took place during the first few hours of the test. 
This was followed by a sharp rise, which, for four of the soils 
occurred during the first 10 days of the experiment. This in 
turn, was followed by a·rather rapid decrease in permeability for 
a few days and a more gradual decrease for the remainder of the test. 
Fig. (1.9.1) gives the curves of permeability against time 
presented by Bodman. Bodman's explanation of the observed 
decrease in permeability seems to depend upon the combined 
effects of electrolyte removal and increased dispersion, and 
rearrangement of the clay particles so that the conducting pores 
are reduced in siZe more or less permanently. 
offered for the increase in permeability. 
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Relations (Bodrna ()) 
-' 
160 " 
Fireman and Bodm!m(65) plotted the permeability against 
the volume of conducting fluid ona logarithmic scale, which 
emphasizes the initial·phase of the test, where the first decrease 
in permeability takes place. This decrease was followed by an 
apparent sndden increase in permeability when the volume of fluid 
amounted to. about 15 times the pore space of the soil. 
Soon and Neth (66) have also made an extensive study of 
this phenomenen, associated mainly with the flow of water through 
sintered glass and unglazed porcelain. They observed a steady 
decrease in the rate of flow of water vhen flow is continued. for a 
long period, under a constant pressure difference. This effect, 
however,disappeared if the liquid had been prefiltered a short 
time beforehand. This obviously leads to the conclusion that the 
porous structure is clogged by the fine suspension in the water. 
It would not explain Bodman's and Forchheimer's findings where 
.. 
increase as well as decrease of permeability was reported. 
King (68) also found that the flow through porous media 
increased over a period of time without change in pressure 
differential. He further observed that when the pressure was 
increased the flow alw~ increased more rapidly. The deviations 
ranged from less than 1 per cent in some instances to more than 
50 per cent for some material. King discussed the possibility of 
the deviations being due to entrapped air, but ruled out this 
possibility on the grounds that the increase in flow was too great 
to have been caused by the slight compression of the air. 
Heertjes and Nijman (69) in a fairly recent investigation 
have.observed a drop in flow rate with time when percolating 
prefiltered water under constant pressure. They carried out 
experimehts at both lov and high percolation pressures and the 
cakes vere formed by rapid filtration as well as by sedimentation. 
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Their findings can be best described by quoting their conclusions:- . 
"By liquid flow cakell change the packing of the particles. 
If flow'is applied to a cake consolidation sets in immediately. 
This does not necessarily imply that . ~ (percolation rate) will 
decrease at once. If the cake is not homogeneous in places 
perpendicular to flow, parts of cake may consolidate at the cost of 
pther parts, causing for example crack formations. The width of the 
crack may be such that the total flow may increase. With time, 
however, in the long run also the regions of lesser packing density 
will consolidate and finally 9" will decrease. It is remarkable 
that with freshly formed cakes an alternating increase and decrease 
of flow has been observed in some cases. The same behaviour has 
been found by Forchheimer for soils. The density of packing can be 
temporarily increased in this sense, that if flow is interrupted the 
cake will restore itself somewhat towards its original porosity. 
This effect is more pronounced if the influence of the filter cloth 
in which the first layers are embedded, rather strongly diminishes, 
that is for relatively thick cakes. The denser the packing, less is 
the restorative power, in other words the less resilient is the cake". 
Figs. (1.9.2) and (1.9.3) give the experimental curves. 
Heertjes and Nijman also found no essential difference between-
cakes formed by sedimentation and filtration. These investigators 
also observed for both low and high pressures, a drop in permeability 
with time after a period of uncertainty at the beginning. The decrease 
was found to be less if the cake had been consolidated before the run. 
Heertjes and Nijman also conducted experiments to demonstrate 
the inhomogenity of the cakes by percolating with solution of 
Potassium Permaganate and by visually observing the surface of the cake 
during periods of percolation and periods of rest. 
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The latter was 
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done by peeling off the cake layer by layer parallel to the filter 
and comparing the coloured and uncoloured patches. The percolation 
time was 15 minutes in order to ignore displacement by diffusion • 
. They found that in all cases, only part of·the cake was stained, 
. showing marked preference regions of. flow of· a rather erratic nature. 
NO essential difference was found between cakes formed by 
sedimentation or by filtration nor between cakes consolidated at 
low or high pressures, although the cakes formed by filtration showed 
a somewhat more regu1a~ flow pattern. 
Heertjes and Nijman definitely stated that arr:! cake has the 
, 
possibility to depart from its original type of packing to a more 
dense: .. packing. The magnitude of the change in packing can be more or 
less pronounced, depending on the size distribution of the particles 
forming the cake, on the form of the particles and on the magnitude 
of the cake pressure and on the stabilizing forces caused by flow. 
The unstable nature of a filter cake is further supported when 
Coulson and Richardson (21) stated thatl-
-The resistance of the bed may change as a result of flow of 
liquid through it. Thus, if the arrangement of the particles is not 
very stable, chs.nnelling may occur and the fluid will pass 
preferentially at certain sections where the resistance to flow is 
less than the average value. The overall resistance of the bed may 
thus tall and the channels will tend to open out with the continued 
, 
passage of the fluid because of its eroding effect. In many cases 
the flow through beds of fine particles is uneven because of the 
action of surface tension forces in the element of the pores". 
Mortada (70) in his thesis on the effect of electrokinetics 
on the permeability of porous media postulated that streaming 
potential generated due to the flow of liquid through a porous media, 
creates electro osmosis in a direction opposite to that of flow. 
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Therefore the total pressure applied has to overcome the viscous 
resistance of the liquid as veIl as the electro osmotic back pressure, 
. resulting in a drop in flowrate. He has substantiated this theory by 
experiments in which water with different concentrations of Potassium 
Chloride was percolated through a medium of pyrex sintered glass discs. 
The generated streaming potential and the rate of flow were recorded 
against time. The streaming potential increases with time, quickly 
at first, then slowly. As the streaming potential builds up the 
flow rate drops rapidly at first and then gently. 
Rietema (59) during the filtration of polyvinyl chloride 
slurries, encounted a phenomenon which was found to be a special 
kind of packing compressibility. This occured only when filtration 
has been going on for some time until a critical cake thickness has 
been reached: . From that moment a layer of denser packing and 
increasing thickness is formed at the bottom of the cake. This 
phenomenon was called Retarding packing compressibility (r.p.c) . and 
it will naturally effect filtration rate. Rietemagave a 
theoretical explanation of this phenomenon by stating that a 
stabilizing force results from liquid flow which decreases as the 
cake builds up. when this stabilizing force is equal to or greater 
than the compression force due to pressure it prevents displacement 
of particles. As soon as the stabilizing force gets smaller, the 
packing is rearranged and porosity is lowered. 
It can be concluded that the change of permeability with time 
is a definite phenomena observed by many investigators. This is 
caused by one or the combination of the- following effectsl-
(1) Filtering effect 
(2) Unsaturated air 
(3) Electrokinetic effect 
(4) Re-orientation of the particles. 
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1.10 The Porous Medium -Packing of Spheres 
The structure of a porous medium has long been a considerable 
problemto investigators studying the permeability of a packed bed. 
This was partly due to the element of complexity imparted by the 
variations in shape and size of,the particles, and the fact that the 
• 
arrangement of particles can be made in an infinitely large number 
of ways. Flow investigations in a porous medium were therefore, 
based mainly on observed behaviour taking the medium as a 
macroscopic entity rather than on a microscopic analysis of the 
structure. The knowledge of a porous structure facilitates 
tremendously the comprehension of the problems concerning the flow 
of fluids through packing beds. 
One of the most convenient ways of describing a packed bed is 
by its porosity or fractional void volume, which is defined aSI 
t'orosity (S ) = void volume 
or 
Total volume 
Porosity = (Volume of the bed) - (volume of the particles) 
Volume of the bed 
The porosity is one property of the porous medium which is well 
defined geometrically and easily measured. A second property which, 
although well defined, is more difficult to measure is the Specific 
Surface of, either the porous bed or the particles. 
Thus, 
Specific Surface of t'articles (So) = Surface Area of Particles 
Volume of particles , 
Porosity and Specific Surface are essentially macroscopic properties of 
the porous medium and can only be expected to be of limited use in 
describing the flow through the po,rous medium. The knowledge of the 
orientation of the particles and the distribution of the void spaces 
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-would be of greater use. 
MUch of the early work on the study of packing of particles 
have been confined to the regular geometrical arrangement of ideal 
particles which are spherical. Slichter (13) was the first 
investigator to give serious consideration to the problem of pore 
. .' '! . 
structure in a porous bed and to evolve a flow formula incorporating 
a coefficient of porosity. He gave different values to his 
coefficient of porosity, depending on the porosity of the medium and 
showed how the maximum and minimnm values' of porosity resulted from 
two different types of packing. He found the porosity of 47.64 
per cent for the cubical packing and 25.95 per cent for rhombohedral, 
arrangement. 
Later, in 1935, Graton and Frazer (71) working on the same 
theme established that there are six possible ways to form regular 
,.systems varying in porosities within the limits given by Slichter. 
Smith and co-workers (72) considered a system of mono-sized 
spheres in irregular array and found that in practice, spheres can 
be packed to a porosity in the neighbourhood of 40 per cent but with 
special care the porosity may be 'varied. ~ 5 per cent. He 
demonstrated empirically that when spheres are piled irregularly 
they may be statistically regarded as an arrangement in separate, 
close-Hexagonal and s1mplecubical arrays in a proportion to yield the 
observed poroSity. 
Dallavalle (73) in his book Micromeritics has devoted a 
chapter to the characteristics ofpackings. The works of Graton 
and Frazer, and Smith are discussed in great detail in this 
comprehensive book. 
The work of Hrubisek (74) in 1941 contains the most comprehensive 
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investigation of the geometricalpaekingof spheres. It is based upon 
Minkowski's theory of the geometry of numbers and gives a very 
complete survey of the application of this theory to the problem. 
He found that. for any lJk)de of packing, the porosity of the structure 
is independent of the particle size of the spheres constituting the 
bed. 
. ! 
I He also found the minimum porosity to be 25.9 per cent which 
represents the rhombohedral packing, and the maximum porosity was as 
high as 87.5 per cent. 
McCrae and Gray (76) have pointed out that a powder does not 
pack to a unique porosity, and that only two states of porosity can 
be defined, that of minimum porosity and at incipient fluidisation. 
An infinite number of packing ~rrangements may exist between these 
two states. 
The geometry of regularly packed beds of spherical particles 
is well understood. Although this knowledge will facilitate the 
understanding of some of the features of packing, it seems that it is' 
not a satisfactory procedure to i represent a porous medium. In 
practice, a porous medium is far from being an ordered arrangement, 
since the shapes of the particles are usually irregular and furthel'-
more, they are not of uniform size. It is, therefore, necessary to 
employ statistical methods for a proper understanding of packed beds. 
Statistical geometric approaches have been used in a number 
of investigations on randomly packed solid spheres. Bernal (77) (78)(79) 
has developed an approach to random packing which considers the 
properties of the irregular interstitial polyhedra whose edges join 
the centres of two adjacent spheres. 
A lJk)re interesting attempt to predict the pore sizes and 
porosity of an array of unequal spheres has been made by wise (80)(81) 
and later extended by Hogendijk (82) who considers the probability of 
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a tetrahedran consisting of the lines joining the centres of four 
mutually touching spheres. "Let wCr; r .. ~ '1',.) be the frequency 
function"of a tetrahedra formed by spheres of radius 
It is obviously convenient to normalise the function such that 
do " JJ JJ w( )'"','(' .... '('3 'Y' .. ) d"" d'l'2, d'l";s d.'I"r,. -= \ {I. 10.1) 
o 
Consider a sphere n I touching ('I' .. Y) ~) A volume of .n, 
is out off ,. A (0., "1'; . ~ .Y') 'I.:i ) 
Therefore A(n,r.Y'2.~-r J = solid angle subtended at centre of .n , 
4'1'r 
(1.10.2) 
The number of tetrahedra may now be related to the number of spheres 
.. 
N HI w(n,17'11"'l"~) A(JlI1'.:Y·;r'"~d.'\" .. d"l'5dY' .. = ~ Ms ll(.n.,) (1.10.3) 
o 
This basic equation may now be used to oalculate: the total number 
of tetrahedron or contact points .if an average value is assumed for A. 
Alternatively it is possible to.caloulate the porosity of the bed 
sinoe the volume of eaoh tetrahedron is known as a funation of the 
partiales redii as given belowl-
9Vt.2.::: 2 -r, Y'2.1'~ r .. (r:r" + r.1S -r r,\. + "Yi.~+ 1' ... 1" .. +'r. ~) 
. - (r, 'Y' .. 1S ~)tr," + -rt + -rt T 'Y';) 
(1.10.4) 
Wise's model was a ver,y important contribution to the stu4;y 
of paaking of spheres because it was the first attempt"at considering 
the size distribution of the partioles. Since Wise's model considers 
the tightest paaking, it gives the theoretical minimum porosity. In ' 
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'praotioe, random paoking of spheres always result in a, number of 
near contacts of neighbouring spheres and the porosity of packing 
then aohieved will be nowhere D'ear the value predicta:lby wise which 
was 22.03 per oent. It should also be noted that wise's model was 
confin8d to paoking of spheres only. 
Wilhelm ,and Blum (83) also developed a s,tatlstioalg90metrio , 
approach to random packed beds which quantitatively predicts porosity 
fairly close to those observed experimentally.. They utilized ' 
probabilistio concepts in considering beds of spheres in medium 
large enough to ignore wall effeots and employ "random unit cells" of 
solid spheres in representing local paoking struoture. 
Debbas and Rumpf (84) considered the structure of random beds 
packed with spheres and irregular particles which are charaoterized 
theoretically and experimentally by means of statistical methods. 
Their model uses a relationship deduoed by S.D. Wicks ell (85) 
(1.10.5) 
Equation (1..10.5) relates the frequency function2( ':l ) of 
circles of diameter which are formed by the interaction of a 
plane passing through a bed of, randomly packed spheres of diameter x 
and frequency function hex). ; Ml is the first moment of this 
frequency function 
"'MD)( 
M,x = J X 'f(:~). dx (1.10.6) 
o 
From this relationship several properties of the bed can be 
determined. For example, the hydraulic radius of the bed can be 
derived to give 
-L 
\-£ 
4 1 
'fr'g:-
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(1.10.7) 
~------~--~----------~~----...... 
The Specific Surface 01' the spheres are determined from the 
moments of the size distributioh as follows. Thus 
So = b. Mp; (1.10.8) 
M~x 
1.11 Influence of Particle Shape on Porosity 
Shapes of the particles forming the bed will have an effect on 
the packing. The formation or cavities in anthracite powders has 
been well brought out by Meldan and Stach (86) in their 
photomicrographs. 
Graton and Frazer (71) also examined the infiuence of particle 
shape on porosity under dry and wet conditions. All the samples 
studied passed through the same mesh screens. The loose state was 
the arrangement assumed by the particles when poured into the test 
container. The compact state was achieved by tapping the test 
container. Their findings are shcwn in Table 1.11.1. 
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Table 1.11.1 
Porosity Measurements by Graton and Frazer 
Sampie 
Speoifio 
Gravity 
Spherical lead shot 11.21 
Spherioal sulphur. 2.024-
shot 
Marine sand 2.681 
Beaoh sand 2.658 
Dune sand 2.681 
Crushed Caloite 2.665 
Crushed quartz 2.650 
Crushed halite 2.180 
Crush ed lIioa 2.837 
Dry Porosity 
Loose Compaoted 
40.6 37 .18 
43.38 37.35 
38.52 34.78 
41.17 36.55 
41.117 37.60 
50.50 40.76 
48.13 41.20 
52.05 43.51 
93.53 86.62 
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Wet Porosi 1iy 
Loose· Compaoted 
42.40 38.89 
46.55 38.46 
54.50 42.74 
92.38 87.28 
-------------------c--~-- - -- c 
1.12 Influence of Particle Size on packing 
The size of the particle forming a packed bed has a very 
powerful influence on the porosity. For example Lee (87) has 
observed the following porosity variations of sand with its size 
rangel-
QI!!S! Porosity (%) 
. coarse sand 39-41 
medium sand 41-48 
fine sand 44-49 
fine sandy loam 50-54 
Further complications are introduced with a mixture of sizes. 
If, to a bed of uniform diameter spheres, smaller spheres are added 
these may have two opposing effects. They will either tend to 
increase porosity by forcing the larger spheres apart or they will 
decrease the porosity by filling the voids between the larger spheres. 
These tend to cancel, so that, except when there is a considerable 
difference in size the porosity is not greatly affected. 
This; is, however, not true where there are abrupt 
differences in size, as can occur most readily when only two sizes 
are present. Then the smaller size may be able to fit into the 
voids between the ones without appreciable disturbance of the latter, 
so that there is a considerable decrease in porosity. The change 
of porosity depends on the proportion of the two sizes, since when 
the larger voids are full, further addition of small particles must 
disturb the larger ones and so give rise to an increase of porosity. 
This is illustrated by the following results of Coulson (22) for 
mixing 5/16" and 1/16" steel ball bearings, each size separately 
having a porosity of approximately 41 per cent. 
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Porosity of mixtures of 5/16" and 1/16" spheres 
Per cent of Smaller Size 11.7 
Porosity (%) 35 
19.0 34.6 
31.3 28.6 
43.1. 53.3 
29.3 32.0 
Furnas (88) also studied the arrangements of a binar,r system 
and found that the poros~ty of such a packing was less than.the voids·· 
in packings with separate components. 
Westman and Hirgill (89) made a complete series of experiments 
with binsr,r and ternsr,r mixtures ot sand grains ot three sizes 
0.447cm, O.07lcm, and 6.0089cm, the ratioot the sizes being 
501811. Minimum porosities, on long tapping, were measured in each 
case; those for each size separately were 37.7%, 38.2% and 42.5% 
respectively. Binsr,r mixture ot the two larger grades ot size ratio 
6.311 gave a minimum porosity of 26.2%, while the mixture ot size 
ratio· 5011 gave a minimum porosity ot 18.5%, with 30% ot the smaller 
particles in each case. Ternar,r mixtures gave a minimum porosity 
ot 15.5% with 20% ot 0.071cm grade and 10% ot 0.OO89cm grade. 
Carman (4) Deaken and Braumholtz (90), Trask (91) among 
others have also studied and illustrated the powerful influence 
particle size has on porosity.' Anderson (92) established curves 
giving ideal size distributions for minimum porosities. 
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1.t3 Disoussionand Comments on the Literature Survey 
The literature survey has shown that there are broadly three 
different types of flow modelsl-
(1) Capillario Models 
(2) Drag Models 
'(3) Statistioal Models 
,The oapillario model whioh was first initiated by Hagen-
Poiseuille, assumed that a flow through a packed bed is analogous to 
flow through oapillaric ohannels. Obviously, this is an ovel'-simplified 
assumption as the flow through the paoked bed takes plaoe through 
tortuous paths. Taking this into consideration Kozeny, and later, 
Carman have elaborated ,this model by assuming that a porous bed consists 
of an assemblage of channels of various cross-sections but of definite 
length. The Naviel'-Stokes Equations are solved simntaneously for all 
channels passing through a oross-section normal to flow. The 
Permeability is then expressed as a funotion of the specific surface 
whioh in turn is a measure of the hydraulic radius. The Kozeny 
Carman approaoh, although more widely'aooepted is not very satisfaotory 
as it assumes a homogeneous packing. Roblee and co-workers, Benenati 
and Brosilow, Hutto, and Rietema have shown oonclusively that porosity 
varies both radially and along the dept):l of the bed. The value of 
the oonstant is also somewhat;dependent on the orientation of the bed. 
Coulson has shown how this constant varies for different materials. 
The Drag Theories put forward by Brinkman and Happel are 
essentially modifications of DIArcy1s Equation for dilute systems and 
are not striotly valid for paoked beds. Drag Theories negleot the wall 
effects and particle intel'-aotions. Although the effeot of the wall is 
appreoiated by many workers, the meohanism of particle intel'-action 
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is not properly understood. The drag model as it stands is therefore 
inadequate. However it could become more useful if allowances can be 
made for these two effects. . 
Scheidegger's statistical model is a logical approach 
although it has a drawback in that the fluid is considered as a 
random entity. It would be more satisfactory if randomness is 
attached to the medium rather than to the fluid. 
The geometry ofcrderly'packing of spheres is well established 
although limited in application. As the porous beds encountered in 
practice are random packings of irregular particles it is intuitively 
clear that one adopts statistical methods in describing a packing. 
It is for this reason that the work of Debbas and Rumpf stands out 
as the most promising approach. From the knowledge of the size 
distribution of the particles, Debbas and Rumpf have adopted a rather 
novel method of determining the various par.ameters involved in the 
packing. For example, the hwdraulic radius. could be obtained using 
this method. 
It has been generally agreed that the radial variation of 
porosity takes the form of an oscillatory wave (56) (57). This is 
conceivable when one considers a regular concentric array of stacked 
uniform spheres where the porosity will decrease from a maximum at 
the wall to a minimum at half a sphere diameter from the wall. It 
then increases again up to the concentrio ring where the seoond la~r 
of spheres touch, whioh will be 1.5 sphere diameters from the wall. 
, 
This oscillatory pattern will continue to the centre of the bed. 
However, in a random paoked bed whioh oonsists of a size distribution 
of spheres it would be diffioult to envisage an osoillatory variation 
, 
of radial porosity, although on~ can aooept the fact that porosity 
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decreases from a maximum at the wall to a mi~imum'valuetowards the 
centre of the bed. 
The variation of permeability with time is an important 
phenomenon which has not been given much attention although a few 
workers,· particularly in the field of Soil Science, have reported 
their experimental observations and have made attempts to give 
qualititative explanations for the occurance (64) (65) (66). The most 
probable causes attributing to it are listed in section 1.9. 
Mortada's (70) finding that permeability varies with the change in 
concentration of Potassium Chloride in the fluid gives rise to the 
reasoning that electra-kinetic effects may be causing the change in 
Permeability. However, it should be noted that the concentration of 
ions in Mortada's investigation are higher than what one is likely to 
encounter in practice with ordinary water. The effect of dissolved 
air in the water can be discounted on the grounds that the. pressure 
differentials encountered are not sufficient to compress the air and 
bring it out of solution. However, it is important to displace air 
out of the apparatus and dispersing agents should be used with fine 
powders. 
The effect of clogging of a bed of fines in the fluid is 
obvious. However, a decrease in permeability of filter cakes has 
been observed with prefiltered water by Heertjes and Nijman (69) and 
the authors have stated quite definitely that a filter cake is unstable 
in nature and consolidation of the cake structure can take place 
during flow. Also, as mentioned in the' literature survey, both 
increases and decreases of permeability have been observed of which; 
the former could not have been brought about by clogging. 
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Chapter 2.' Experimental Section 
2.1 Prelimina;y Experiment 
Most mathematical descriptions of the now of nuids through 
porous beds or cake filtration processes apply DIArcy1s Law or the 
KozeD1-Carman ~uation which describes the now in terms of 
macroscopic properties of the cake and the system e.g. porosity, 
pressure drop, now-rate etc. However, in a filtration process, 
since the cake originates from the slurr,r, it is important to be 
able to determine or predict the macroscopic properties of the 
cake from a knowledge of the slurr,r properties. The infiuence of 
some properties of the slnrr,r, such as viscosity of the liquid, are 
already partially understood and are often used to control the 
prooess. However, the control of the solid contents of a slurr,r is 
much more empirical and the use of techniques such as the addition 
of filter aids as body fill or as a precoat is not completely 
understood. Since the most oonvenient way of characterizing the 
solids in a slurr,r is by its particle size distribution, it would 
seem desirable to understand .the relationship between porosity and 
permeability of a bed of particles and their size distribution, since 
porosity and permeability are two of the most frequently used 
macroscopic properties of the filter cake. 
Samples: Ballotini spherioal glass beads were used for the experiments. 
They are available commercially in sieved fractions and the size 
distribution of each grade was determin6d by microscope oounting. 
(Fig. 2.1.1) By choosing a suitable value of size as the top limit 
of one grade and the lower limit of the next grade, the fraction. can 
be considered to be approximately linear distribution with concurrent 
size limits. The size distribution ourves can be made convex 
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or oonoave to the size axis by adjusting the proportion of eaoh 
grade within the same size limits. Thus using five sucoessive 
fraotions of the beads ranging from grade 8 to grade 12, five 
mixtures with the same upper and lower size limits but with 
different size distributions were blended, one of the . linear 
distribution, ' two oonvex and two concave to the size axis. (Fig. 2.1.2) 
A further three mixtures were blended to have muoh wider size limits 
(grades 5-15) using nine individual grades (Fig. 2.1.:3) 
2.1.a Partiole Size Distribution and Porosity 
The minimum porosities of eaoh of these mixtures and the 
individual grades were determined by pouring a known weight of 
powder into a graduated vessel, tapping the tube until the bed had 
reaohed its ultimate porosity and measuring the volume oooupied. 
The measurements were repeated several times in tubes of different 
diameters. The.results are shown in Table (2.1.1) 
The results of these experiments indioate two trends: 
(1) For powders of the same size limits, the porosity 
of a paoked bed deoreases as the size distribution 
approaohes linearity. 
(2) Powders with a wider size range have a lower 
porosity than a powder of similar distribution but 
narrower size limits. 
2.1.b Partiole Size Distribution and Permeability 
known model of permeability is the Kozeny-
Carman model whioh yields: 
K ::; S.~". (1-£) (2.1.1) 
The implioation of thi~and other models is that a single 
parameter, in this oase the speeific surface of the partio1es, oan 
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be used to describe the size distribution and hence, in conjunction 
with the porosity, the permeability. However, it is obvious that 
no direct relationship can exist since the permeability is dependent 
on several parameters each of which is related to the size 
distribution. Since the permeability of the porous bed, in 
addition to depending directly on the size distribution of the bed 
also varies with the porosity, which in tUrn also depends on the 
size distribution, a complete understanding of the relationship 
between particle size distribution and permeability could only be 
obtained if the influence of porosity on permeability were understood. 
Empirical correlations of these two parameters have been made by 
Jacob (54), Franzini (53), Hudson and Hoberts (93), Mavis and 
wilsey (55), Buche (94) and Hose (34). However, Cloud (95) stated 
that there is definitely no correlation between the two parameters 
and since two beds of the same porosity can have completely 
different permeabilities, this is what might be expected. 
In order to assess the order of magnitude of changes in 
permeability which could be brought about by a change in size 
distribution, measurements were made of the permeabilities and 
individual grades of glass beads used in the porosity axperiments. 
The apparatus consisted of a siJllple U-tube arrangement with the 
permeability cell included in one arm (Fig. 2.1.4). The fluid 
was displaced by means of a by-pass tube and allowed to flow through 
the bed toward equilibrium again. The time for the liquid level 
to fall between two fixed marks was measured and the permeability 
calculated from the following equation 
K (2.1.2) 
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In order to avoid thermal effects the temperature of the 
measuring section was carefully controlled. The resistance of the 
wire gauze support was found to be negligible. 
The specific surface of each powder was calculated from the ' 
, , microscope count data and from this and the porosity measurements ' 
the permeability of each powder'as predicted by the Kozeny-Carman 
eq'\llltion, was calculated and comPared with the measured permeability. 
The results are given in Table (2.1.2). There was, some discrepancy 
in the measured permeability values where up to %,30% deviation from 
th .. mean value were obtained. ',Hence, the measured values of 
permeability given in Table (2.1.2). There is approximate agreement 
between the measured (mean) and calculated values, as has been found 
by other workers (96)(97) (51). The permeabilities of the 
individual grades of beads decrease drastically with increasing 
specific surface as might be expected. However, it is interesting 
to note that the permeabilities of the five distributions with the 
same size limits can vary by a factor of five and three powders of 
wider size range by a factor of 14. Figs. (2.1.2) and (2.1.,3). 
The preliminary experiments have shown that the permeability 
of a packed bed may be altered by adjusting the size distribution. 
However, as pointed out earlier it was difficult to obtain reproduciable 
results. The literature survey has shown that the permeability could 
be a time dependent parameter, the various probable causes attributing 
to this. phenomenon have been given in, section 1.9. It is therefore 
essential that the time dependence of permeability should be investi-
gated in order to obtain a proper understanding of the influence of 
the other'parameters or permeability. 
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Table 2.1.1 
Porosity Measurements 
Sample Tube diameter(cm.) Porosity 
E 0.333 
D 0.325 
F 2.60 0.311 
G 0.333 
H 0.322 
E 0.348 
D 0.348 
F 4.10 0.335 
G 0.348 
H 0.348 
A 0.269 
B 1.30 . 0.260 
c 0.311 
A 0.327 
B 4.10 0.303 
C 0.333 
Grade 5 3.81 0.368 
Grade 6 3.81 0.368 
Grade 8 3.81 0.358 
Grade 9 3.81 0.356 
Gmde 10 3.81 0.351 
Grade 11 3.81 0.353 
Grade 12 3.81 0.356 
Grade 13 3.81 0.353 
Grade 1'5 3.81 0.363 
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Table 2.1.2 
Caloulated and Experimental Permeabilities of Ballotini Glass Beads 
Sample Partiole Porosity Calo. Expt. Exj2t.j2enn. 
. size . Penn~bil~ ty Penn~~bil~ty Calo.penn. 
range. x10-(om) x 10 (om) 
(mioron} 
5 685-1000 2.9120 
6 443- 769 0.358 2 • .3848 2.0100 0.8428 
7A 353- 706 0.341 h3652 1.3750 1.0071 
8 417- 575 0.325 1.1185 1.2170 1.0880 
9 338- 446 0.321 0.4275 0.7690 f.7988 
10 224- 379 0.327 0.3042 0.4150 1.3642 
11 166- 282 0.311 0.1771 0.2260 1.2761 
12 108- 215 0.326 0.1309 0.0958 0.7318 
13 50- 157 0.318 0.0477 0.0490 1.0272 
14 63- 140 0.339 0.0494 0.0520 1.0526 
15 43- 109 0.354 0.0428 0.0370 0.8644 
5-15A 43-1000. 0.374 1.9114 1.2990 0.6796, 
5-15B 43-1000 0.21,6 0.0881 0.3460 3.9273 
5-15C 43-1000 0.234 0.0601 0.0900 1.4975 
8-12D 108- 575 0.308 0.5158 0.5930 1.1496 
8-12E 108"; 575 0.321 0.7295 0.8790 1.2049 
8-12F 108- 575 0.283 0.2029 0.2830 1.3947 
8-12G 108- 575 0.300 0.1465 0.1570 1.0716 
8-12H 108- 575 0.310 0.1356 0.1560 1.1504 
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2.2 Design Considerations 
There are basioally two types of apparatus which are in 
use for permeability experiments; the differential method and the 
steady state method. The fonner,which is also known as the Rigden 
type of apPl!.ratus was used for the preliminary experiment as it, was 
easier to construct.However, it was 'unsatisfactory in that the pressure 
differential acro ss the bed changes continuously with flow. The 
differential fonn 01' D~ArcY'1I Law has been used to account for H •. 
However,it ill possible ,for the initial pressure differential to be 
high enough to give turbulent flow for which D'Arcy's Law is not 
valid, thus giving anomalous results. It is for this reason that 
the differential type 01' apparatus was rejected in favour of a steady 
state type in. which a·, constant pressure differential can be maintained 
across the bed by means of a constant head tank. 
In packed bed experiments, clogging of the bed by fine 
suspensions in the water has been a very common occurence. It is 
therefore most essential to incorporate an efficient filtering system 
in the apparatus. 
The literature survey; has shown that the unsaturated air, 
in the water is a contributing factor to the change in permeability 
with time.Deaeration of the water was therefore necessary. This can, 
be achieved by boiling or by spraying the liquid into 'a vacuum 
chamber. With the first method, the water will have to be cooled 
before it enters the cells and this would involve a relatively more 
complex apPl!.ratus than the vacuum method. The latter method was 
therefore selected. 
Two geometrical shapes, a square and a circular cross-
section, were considered for the cells. The circular cross-section 
was chosen inL preference to the square cross-section ,as the latter 
would give an um:even wall effect. 
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The paoked bed oan be mounted either vertically or 
horizontally. With a horizotal mounting, supports on either side of 
the bed would be neoessary, and this would restrict the movement of 
"the bed were there any reorientation of the struoture. It would 
, 
also make the packing procedure more difficult. It was therefore 
deoided to mount the cells vertically. 
From these considerations an apparatus was designed to 
measure the penneabili ty "of packed beds, at varying pressure 
differentials and bed heights, with sufficient acouracy to detec"t 
any appreoiable changes with time. 
2.3 Description and Uonstruction of Apparatus 
The apparatus consisted of two porous bed cells of internal 
diameters Itn and 4in respectively. The water supply to the cells 
was gravity fed from a constant head tank. Two continuous 
cartridge filters, one capable of removing 98% of fines of ' 
0.45 microns in the water, were installed in the system. A 
de-aerating unit was also provided to ensure the water is free from 
entrapped air. In order to measure the now rate through the 
packed bed a graduated glass receiver was located at the outlet of 
the cells. Very 'slow now rates were measured in a measuring 
cylinder. (Fig. (2.3.1) gives the general flow diagram of the equipment. 
Cell A 
The eell A was made out of a perspex cylinder of internal 
diameter 4in. external diameter 6in and lsn long. One end of the 
cell was conical in shape, the cone being made out of a brass casting , 
and attached to the perspex cylinder by a threaded connection. The 
other end of the perspex cylinder which ,formed the base of the cell 
was attached to a Duralinum cap by means of a nanged connection. A 
perforated brass plate which formed the bed support was sandwiched 
between the flanges. A wire mesh was inserted between the perforated 
plate which formed the support for the bed. The entire cell was, 
mounted vertically on a Dexion frame supported on two car jacks. 
(Figs. (2.3.2) (2.3.3) (2.3.4) (2.3.5) give the detailed drawings of 
the cell). 
Cell B 
The Cell B was a glass tube lt' in diameter and 30" long which 
was held between two i- brass plates placed in position by long bolts. 
The difference between Cells A and B was that the former had a single 
manometer tapping under the bed support and the latter had tappings 
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at 6" intervals along its entire length. In order to incorporate 
the bed support into the bottom brass plate, holes ofl/32" diameter 
were drilled through the plate over which a wire mesh was soldered. 
uel1s A and B were connected in parallel to the constant 
head- tank through 3-way stop cocks thus- enabling them to be run 
simultaneously or singly. 
Uonstant Head Tank 
. This was a perapex cylinder of 6" internal diameter and 
12" in length. It had three connections at the basel-
(1) water iDlet 
(2) water outlet 
(3) overflow 
In order to vary the constant head, provisions were made for 
the whole assembly to slide along a vertical support. Small 
, 
adjustments of pressure differential can also be made by altering the 
height of the outlet pipes of each cell. 
De-aerating Unit 
The de-aerating unit essentially consisted of a round .bottomed 
flask of 30" internal diameter· with a 8" dismeter neck. There were 
three connections to the unitl-
(1) water inlet line with a spray nOZZle attachment at the end 
(2) water outlet line 
(3) vacuum suction line 
A vacuum gauge was installed in the unit and the vacuum was 
controlled by means of a- vent •. 
water Tank 
This was a 50 gallon capaci:ty galvanized square tank located 
at the· top of the unit. Water.ihlt1t 11n.,s and ove~'flows were 
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provided. 
Receiver 
The receiver vas a standard Q.V.F. glass vessel 'of capacity 
30 litres with an outlet pipe at the bottom. The vessel was 12" in 
. diameter and 25ft in height. 
Pump 1 
A No. 18 Stuart Turner centrifugal pump was used as a feed 
pump to the de-aerater unit. 
Specificationsl 
Pump 2 
Maximum suction lift 18ft 
Discharge I 1000/500 g.p.h., 
Motor I 200/250 v A.C. motor 
1/6 H.P. 
This was a No. 12 Stuart Turner centrifugal pump used to feed 
water from the header tank to the constant head tank. 
Specifications I 
Pump 3 
Maximum suction lift 115ft 
Discharge I 300/200 g.p.h. 
Motor I 200/250 v A.C. motor 
1/9 H~P. 
This vas a rotary pump used for pumping the de-aerated water 
to the header tank. Special care vas taken in choosing the pump as 
it had to overcome the vacuum in the de-aerater which was 15ft Hg. 
The working components were of stainless steel surfaced vith 
Nitrile Elastimer and the plate vheel vas lined with rubber. 
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Speeifieations: 
Type I Positive Rotary Axial flow pump. 
Discharge : 200/300 g; p.h. 
Maximum dif.ferential pressure I 65 p.s.i. 
Motor: 220/250A.C.motor, 3/4 H.P •. 
R.P.M. I 3000 
Vacuum Pump 
The vacuum pump played a dual role:-
(1) To supply vaeuum to the de-aerator unit 
(2) For removing the packing from the cells by means of suction 
Speeificationsl 
Type I Gas Ballast Ro:tary High Vaeuum Pumps 
Ultimate vacuum without ballast: 0.005 mm Hg. 
Ultimate vacuum with full ballast: 0.5 mm Hg. 
Displa.cement at normal speed: 1.7 rt3/min. 
Motor I 220/250 A.G. motor, ~4 H.P. 
R.P.M. I 450 
Filter 1 
This filter waa installed at the outlet of Pump No. 1. It 
had an aetivated earbon filter element eontained in a light non-
eorrosive plastie easing. 
Filter 2 
This was an extremely fine filter installed at the discharge 
end of Pump 2. It was provided as a final filtering stage for the 
water before it enters the eonstant head tank. The filter eartridge 
which was a corrugated cylinder fabricated by epoxy resin impregnated 
cellulose fibre, was housed in a plastic casing. It had nominal 
dimensions of 2fn outside diameter and~· in length. 
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Specifications:' 
Effective surface area: 2.5ft2 
Filtering efficiency I 98% of fines of size 0.45 microns 
Cartridge minimum pressure I 75 p.s.i.d. 
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2.4 Operation ot' the Apparatus. 
For a olearer understanding ot' the operation at' the appartus 
the reader is ret'erred to the t'lowdiagram given in Fig.2.3.1 • 
. Although it was possible to use the two oells simultaneously it was 
more oonvenient to operate with one oell at a time. 
water wae supplied to the deaera1tor via filter F, and the 
vaouum pump started. A bleed valve situated at the top at' the deaerator 
was ueed to maintain the vaouum at t5 inches ot' mercury. Deaerated 
water wae then pumped to the overhead tank with the valve in the 
outlet line olosed. Any overt'low t'rom the overhead tank was taken to the 
drain. 
A known weight ot' sample was paoked into the oell hy 
disconneoting at the valve above it. In order to displaoe any air 
trapped in the oell and to remove any oontamination ot' the sample, 
deaerated water t'rom the overhead tank was allowed to fiow upwards· 
through the oell to the drain t'or 30 minutes. Care was taken to 
regulate the t'low rate by means ot' the needle valve V6 so that the bed 
just lit'ted away t'rom the septum. The bed was then allowed to settle 
on the septum and paoked to a oonstant height b,y tapping. 
Deaerated water t'rom the overhead tank was t'ed into the 
oonstant head tank via the t'ine t'ilter F~. The entire assembly ot' the 
oonstant head tank slid along the vertioal support to· give the desired 
pressure head. Flow was then started by opening the needle valve 
looated at the base ot' the oell. At'ter a t'ew minutes ot' unstable 
behaviour, the t'low settled down to a steady state. Measurements ot' 
t'low rate, temperature and pressure dit't'erential were taken at regular 
intervals. The t'low rate was measured by mting the time t'or a known 
volume ot' water to oolleot in the reoeiver. For low t'low rates, a 
measuring oylinder wae used. Temperature ot' the water was measured at 
the constant head tank and at the outlet ot' the oell and the mean 
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value taken. After eaoh set of measurements, the height of the bed 
wa's noted. 
Experimental preoautions: 
(1) A oonstant watch had to be maintained on the level of 
water in the oonstant head tank. As filter F.a., was a 
very fine filter it clogged frequently, resul ting in 
a'lower flowrate to the' constant head tank. This would 
lead to a drop in pressure differential. 
(2) When washing the bed with an upward flow of water, oare 
was taken to regulate the flow rate so that the stream 
did not carry with it any partioles of the sample. 
(.3) When using a sample with a wide size range, it was 
necessary to stir the bed after it, was washed, to prevent 
segregation by size. Stirring was achieved by disconneoting 
the valve at the top of' the cell and inserting a olean 
metal rod. The valve was then reoonnected and the rest 
of the system was f'illed gradually, in order to avoid 
airlooks, with water. 
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2.5 Permeability-Time Experiment 
The literature survey has shown that permeability is a time 
dependent parameter. Heertjees and Nijman (69) have discussed the 
unstable nature of packing and concluded that this could be dUe to 
the re-orientation of the structure of the bed. There are other 
probable causes namely the electrokinetic effect, filtering effect 
and the unsaturated air in the fluid which may bring about this· change. 
The time dependence experiments were carried out on Grades .3, 
4 and.7 Ballotini glass beads and Granite 12/18, the size distributions 
of which are given in Figs. (2.5.1) - (2.5 • .3) J 
Preliminary experiments were carried out on Grade 4 glass 
beads in Cell A in order to assess the effects of clogging, air in the 
water and septum. The electrokinetic effect had been eliminated on 
the grounds that it was most improbable for the water to have a high 
concentration of ions involVed in Mbrtada's work. 
Run G4Al was carried out with Grade 4 glass beads. The water 
by-passed the de-aerator and the two filters and was fed directly to 
the constant head tank. Filter cloth was used as a septum and the 
experiment was conducted over a period of five days. During the five-
day period water was percolated through the bed for approximately one 
hour each day while the permeability measurements were taken against 
time. Flow was then stopped ~nd the bed was allOWed to stand 
undisturbed until. the following day when the measurements were repeated. 
The results are shown in Table 2.5.4 and Fig. (2.5.4) gives the 
Permeability-Time curve • 
. The filter cloth was replaced by a wire gauze and run G4A2 
was carried out on a fresh bed of G4 glass beads packed to a porosity 
of 0 • .344. The water was de-aerated, filtered' and percolated through . 
. the bed continuously until a steady value of permeability was obtained. 
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Fig. (2.5.5) gives the permeab'llity-time curve. The experiment was 
repeated with the same bed washed and repaoked, the resulting porosity 
being 0.3275. (Fig. (2.5.6» For run G4Al the permeability decreased 
~raduallY from a value of 9.3Oxl()""S cu?- to a value of 3.43x1o-S cuf. 
over the 5-day period. It can be also seen that permeability not only 
decreased during the time in which the measurements were taken but the 
starting value for eaoh day was suooessively lower than the last value 
of the previous day. Using wire gauze as a septum in runs G4A2 and 
G4A3 the magnitude of the permeability increased by hmrlred-fold. 
Although the water was filtered and de-aerated the permeability still 
deoreased with time. In run G4A2. it decreased gradually to an average 
value of 8.66x1o-6 oull from an average value of ll.34xlo-6 err?- in 
19 hours and 48 minutes. For G4A3, the permeability dropped from an 
average. value of 9.42xl0-6 omf to an average value of 8.7Oxlo-6 cmf in 
4 hours and 20 minutes. The implications of these preliminar,r results 
are discussed in the next chapter. The following experiments on 
permeability-time were carried out using wire gauge septum with the 
water filtered and de-aerated. 
Gracs3 glass beads in Cell A 
Two runs were made on grade 3 glass beads of weight 3660 grams 
in Cell A. In G3Al the bed was packed to a porosity of 0.405 and the 
pressure differential was maintained at 1.70 ems of water. The 
permeability decrea~ed from 11.86x1o-6 cu?- to an average value of 
8.l5xlO-6 crr?- in 8 hours. (Fig. (2.5.7». The bed was re-packed to 
a porosity of 0.397 and Run G3A2 was carried out with a constant 
pressure differential of 0.50 cms of water. The permeability decreased 
from an average value of 8.63x10-6 cm2 to an average value of 7.50x1()",,6 crrf. 
in 7 hours (Fig. (2'.5.8». 
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The bed was replaced by a new bed of grade 3 glass beads •. 
The weight of the bed was 1232.0 grams. Runs G3A3 and G3A4 were 
carried out on the bed packed to a porosity of 0.378. The bed was 
undisturbed during and in between the runs. The permeability increased 
. with time for each run. In G3A) it increased from an average value 
of 5.57xl1T6 cnf. to an average value of 6.87xlO-6 cm2 in 2 hours 
25 minutes. In G3A4 it increased from':6.05xlO-6 . crrf. to 7.35xlcr6 crrf. 
in 4-5 hours. 
The bed WaS washed and repacked, resulting in a porosity of 
0.395. With the bed left to stand undisturbed between each 
experiment, 3 runs were carried out. With the exception of G3A5, 
there was a slight decrease in permeability with time. The results 
are given in Tables 2.511 - 2.513 and Fig. (2.5.9) gives the 
permeability-time curves for G3A3 - G3A7. 
It is significant to note that in the last five experiments, 
with the exception of G3A5 where the permeability remained constant 
on the average, the manner in which the permeability changes was 
consistant for a given packing. 
Grade 3 glass beads in Cell B 
Two experiments in Cell B were carried out on grade 3 glass 
beads. ForRuns G3B1 and G3B2 the weight of' the bed was 1232.6 grams 
and the respective porosities were 0.395 and 0.373. In Run:G3B1 there 
was a slight variation of' pressure dif'ferential but the permeability 
-6 2 . 
was steady at an average value of 1.97x10 cm. Run G3B2, which was at 
a pressure differential of 34.30 cms. of' water, gave an average 
. -6 2 permeability of 1.73x10 cm. The lower permeability in G3B2 could.be 
attributed to the lower porosity of' the bed. Tables 2.5.14 and 2.5.15 . 
give the respective experimental results and the permeability - time 
curves are given in Fig. 2.5.10 
Grade 7 !}las8 beads in Cell A. 
Permeability - time experiments were repeated in Cell A 
with two difi'erent beds of weights 2366 grams(Runs G7A1 and G7A2) and 
3325 grams(Runs G7A3 and G7A4). The experiments on the first bed were 
slightly varied by stopping the flow at the end'of the runs, whioh lasted 
5.5 hO!1rs and 8.5 hours respectively, and then measuring the permeability 
at regular intervals over the same respective periods for eaoh 
experiment.(The bed was allowed to stand undisturbed between the 
measurements.) These measurements were interpreted as if they were on 
a "reverse" time soale henoe resulting in "hysteresis" loops as shown 
in Fig. 2.5~12 and 2.5.1'3. It oan be seen that in both oases, the 
permeabilities on the "reverse" time section of the loops are generally 
higher than tha.t of the "forward" time seotion. 
Runs G7A3 and G7A4, in whioh the bed was paoked to a porosity 
of 0.343, had average pressure differentials of 3.7oms. and 4.50ms. 
,respeotively. There was a slight variation of permeability with time 
as shown in Fig.2.5.1'4. The average stable permeability values were 
-6.2 -62 2.75x10 om and 2.45x10 om for G7A3 and G7A4 respectively. 
Grade 7 glass beads in Cell B 
The experiment was repeated in Cell B with grade 7 glass 
beads at pressure differentials ranging from "4.40 ems of water to 
17.40 oms of water. Five runs were made with the bed washed and 
repaoked after each, experiment. As shown in Fig 2.5.11, exoept for 
Run G7B1 it was found that permeability remained fairly oonstant. 
In G7B1, permeability increased with time for approximately 3 hours 
till it reaohed a steady value.The permeability values for all five 
-6 2 -6 2 
experiments were in the range 3.4Ox10 cm to 4.4OxfO om· 
The porosities for the five experiments varied between 
0.358 and 0.366 and it oan be seen that permeability increases with 
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porosity as can be expected. 
Granite 12/18 in Cell A •. 
In order to determine whether the permeability of' a bed of 
irregular particles was dependent on time, a series of experiments 
were carried out on granite in Cell A. Seven runs were made with 
pressure differentials ranging from 1.10 cms. of water to 5.60 cms. 
of water. The results are given in Tables 2.5.25 - 2.5.31 and 
penneability - time curves are shown in Figs. 2.5.15 - 2.5.21. As can 
be seen, there was a slight variation of penneability with time. 
However, it can be seen from Runs GRA1,GRA2 and GRA6,that although the 
beds were packed to the same porosity of 0.385, the permeability in 
GRA6 was found to be lower than that of the other two. Similarily Runs 
GRA3 and GRA5,of same porosity,gave different penneabilities. These 
anomalies may be due to different orientations of t.>te particles in 
each bed; an effect which may be more pronounced with irregular 
particles. 
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2.6 " u. Multi-Bed Exper1ments. 
In order to examine the non-uniformity of a packing, the bed 
was considered to consist of several packed beds arranged in series. 
This was simulated by taking pressure readings at various points along 
the bed on the vertioal axis. Each pressure differential was then 
oonsidered to be that of a seperate bed. Pressure tappings were made' 
at 6 inch intervals along the length of Cell B. Five runs were made .. 
wi th Grade 7 glass beads and 'reading were taken at regular intervals 
of. time. The pressure gradients and permeabi1ities were oa1cu1ated for 
each section and are given in Tables 2.6.1 - 2.6.5.F1ow rate through 
the empty cell was measured after each experiment in order to assess 
the resistance of the septum. This was found to be comparatively 
negligible. 
The pressure gradients were plotted against time for each 
section as shown in Figs. 2.6.1 - 2.6.5. It can be seen that, with 
the exoeption of Fig. 2.6.3, there was no change of pressure gradient 
with time for eaoh section. No reasonable explanation oou1d be found 
for the anomalous results in Fig. 2.6~3 and it was therefore assumed 
that these results were due to experimental error. However, it was 
interesting to note that in all experiments, the average pressure 
gradient was lowest at the section adjacent to the septum. and highes~ 
at the top of the bed. 
The oorresponding permeabi1ities for any given section were 
found to fluctuate slightly within a 5 percent limit. This fluctuation 
was entirely random. The average permeability for eaoh section was 
calculated and was found to be highest adjacent to the septum and 
lowest at .the top of the bed. 
These results would appear to confirm the non-uniformity 
of the packing. 
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Chapter 3. Development of' the Mathematical Model. 
3.1 The Model of' Wickseli - Debbas and Rump!'. 
Most of' the equations f'or £'low through packed beds have been 
mainly concerned with the hydrodynamic properties of' the system and 
there has been a serious lack of a comprehensive relationship 
describing the packing in tenns of' the properties of' the particles. 
Since the arrangements assumed by a packing cannot be predetennined 
their mathematical treatment requires consideratil.on of' a statistical 
approach. One basic requirement f'or this approach is to assume that 
the struotural layers are unifonn and homogeneolUl throughout the 
packed beds. Having made this assumption, Wicks ell in 1925 developea 
a very useful relationship for the distribution function of the 
diameters of the circles appearing il\' a random section plane cut 
through a bed of spheres, in tenns of the frequenoy function of the 
size distribution. Thus, if' fey) is the frequency function of the 
circles and f(x) the frequency function of the size distribution, 
th'e follOwing integral equation is obtained, 
f(u)= ~ f"·fG.). dx (3 ) 
.J M ( .. _ ~)v.. .1 .1 
• "- :t; '::1 
x' 'J . 
where M,x.l.s the first moment of the size distribution of spheres 
(Appendix 3.1 gives the derivation of equation 3.1.1). 
Debbas and Rumpf (84) have recently extended the work of 
Wicksell to derive an expression for the hydraulic radius of a 
packed bed in tenns of the parameters describing the size distribution 
of the spheres. 
Derivation of Hydraulic Radius: 
Hydraulic Radius ('I"h ) = ~C;=:ro~s~s-:--s::--e::.:c:-t::i:-.:o,:,n::-::n:,;:o.::.rm~a:"l=-;;,ti'-'0:::=£'l'Tr0;-:;W't'-'A;.c. 
Perimeter normal to flow P~ 
Consider any area A which contains a large enough number of 
sections to be statistically representative. If A~ is the average 
area of all the circles in the section plane and n~the total number 
of spheres sectioned. 
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(3.1.2) 
i 
~.::~~. 
M~~ == J H ':l) . '12. J.'1 Sinoe 
'j: c) 
A~ = 'i'f . M:.l.~ 
Substituting for M2.!:I="&'" MJ::t 
. .3 l"'1 "., 
gives 
But 
A. !l;;::;r. M .I", 
M.:.. 
Combining equations 3.1.4 and 3.1.5 
'" _A ( I - £) ( 6) '.~ _ ) 3.1. (1'16 . I'1·xjM.:.. 
where A = total oross-seotional area of the plane 
But 
Substituting forM,= 'll'4 . MM>oo (Appendix 3.2) 
:.:s IX.. 
and n';l from equation 3.1.6 gives 
M 2. x-
M,,,, 
. The oross -section offered to flow is A. f.-
Therefore Hydraulic Radius "l"" = A. £ 
"P~ 
Combining equations 3.1.8 and3~1.9 gives 
M~", 
M 3"'-
Y' = ....&.. . _1_· • M;,= B 
" 3" 'l'r 1'1:.l..:t:. f - E, 
Substituting So = 6 ~ ~h' (Appendix 3.2) 
3""-
where So = specific surface of the spheres. 
1 -E, 
(3.1.8) 
(3.1.9) 
(3.1.10) 
But the hydraulic diameter (d~) is four times the hydraulio radius 
Thus 
cl", = 4- - Y'" = ~ . s:- E I-£, (3.1.12) 
This tautology is due to the vague definitions of the two quantities. 
11'7 
3.2 The Pressure Drop due to Drag Forces. 
The pressure drop due to drag f'oroes is predominant at low 
, " 
flow rates where the mechaniSJII of' flow is ma:inly due to visoous drag 
f'orces on the partioles. At high flow rates the nature of' flow will 
ohange f'rom laminar in charaoter to one pennea ted by an irregular' and 
fluotuating distribution off eddies. The liquid ill oontinually acoelerating 
and decelerating as it passes throughc the bed.' The inertial f'orces are 
theref'ore predomina.nt at high flow rates. ( Mathematioal treatment at 
high flow rates is given iRl Appendix 3.5) 
For flow in the laminar region, a olassio approach to the 
problem has been to oonsider the f'low to take pIa:oe in a bundle of 
oapillaries of' irregular and varying oross-section. Aa; shom, in the 
literature survey the pressure gradient is given by the Kozeny -
Cannan Equation: 
(~~1 ;: 
K 
Equation 3.2.1 is the extension of'Ragen - Poiseuille equation where 
So ill a £'unotion of' the hydraulio mean diameter (cl",). Thus Ha gan -
Poiseuille equation is given as 
(~~1 == 
H 
~2.,u.a 
cl 2- I A ""' . . £, 
(3.2.2) 
Substituting f'or dlMf'rom the expression derived by Debbas and Rumpf 
the above equation becomes 
Comparing equationa 3.2.1 
(~o/t.. )1< 
(tiP/L)H 
Thus it oan be 
and 3.2.3 gives 
40_ 
'\'1':1. 
4-·06 
seen that the pressure gradient obtained by 
Ragen - Poiseuille equation using the hydraulio diameter derived by 
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Debbas and Rumpf is approximately a quarter of that obtained by 
Kozeny-Carman equation. Sinoe the flow through a paoked bed takes a 
tortuous path the aotual flow path is longer tham that of the apparent 
3.3 Mathematioal Model. 
It is proposed to derive the Mean Pore Diameter and the 
Tortuosity faotor from statistioal oonsiderations. These parameters 
will then be inoorporated in the Hagen-Poiseuille equation. The 
method in general is to take a vertioal section plane desoribed by 
. . . 
Debbas and. Rumpf. A random seotion line, perpendioular to the direotion 
of flow,is out aoross the seotion plane. This section line will out 
I 
some oircles, resulting in a distribution of chords. It will' also miss 
some of the oircles giving rise to "free". lengths. As shown in 
Appendix 3.3 the relationship between the frequenoy funotion of choY'c:l. size 
distribution f(z)to the. distribution funotion of oiroles, fey), is 
the same as that of the latter to the partiole size distribution 
funotion f(x). Henoe 
!f ': 0.::."",,,. 
- ~ff(':1). cllj j 
-M, ~ ( :J-L :z. 2 y~ t(z) (3.3.1 ) 
~ ... 
rhe relationship between the moments of ohord size distribution M n. 
oan be expressed in terms of the moments of the distribution of oiroles 
M,,~ in a similar manner. 
Thus 
2.4-.& ......... 2" 
"3.5.7.· ...... (2,..01) 
1.3.5 ....... (2,..-1) 
Z. 4-.6·..... . ,2,,, 
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I 
I 
Sinae f(y), Mzn~, M( .. _.)~are im turn expressed in tems of f(x), M~~,., 
\VIe ) by the· same relationships,· equations 3.3.1 and 3.3.3 can be ;t"'.1 x. 
expressed as functions of the latter quantitie·s. 
Mean Pore Diameter 
Consider a seotion line drawn perpendicular to the direction 
of flow as illustrated in Fig. 3.3.1. Let "'~ be the . mean number of 
ohords per unit length, "'t be the mean number of "free" lengths 
per unit length of the section l:!ine and c:l.o the mean pore diameter. 
The following assumptions are made: 
(1) The mean fraotional freelengtih is equal to the mean 
fractional free area, which in turn is equal to the 
mean fractional free volume. 
(2) The number ·of chords per unit length( "'~) is equal to 
the number of fre~ lengths( V\~ ). This assumption will 
hold as long as the section line cuts through a. 
negligible number. of points of oontaot of spheres. Each, 
time.a seotion line cuts through a point of contaot, 
one free length will result for every two chords cut. 
The total length of free length per unit section length = £, 
Therefore the mean free length Or the mean pore diameter 
d. ::: 
Also the mean chord length 
z .' - €. n~ 
But by definition M = Z. IZ. 
Therefore Mt .. ::: (- s (3.3.6) 
Sinae 1'1.' "'t, from equation 3.3.6 
1-£ 
MI%. 
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Considering equations 3.3.4 and 3.3.7 gives 
d = £ _ M.2. 
o· I-£. 
Using equation 3.3.3 for n=1 and substituting in equation 3.3.8 gives 
£ 
\ - €. 
'i'I' M).~ 
'T' M.':!· 
Also, since M;t~nd M,~ are related to M,.x and M.",in the same manner 
as in equations 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 respectively, the follOwing equations· 
hold 
Z 
3 
M _ 'iY 
'~ -""4 1'1."" 
Combining equations 3.3.9,3.3.10, and 3.3.11 gives 
(3.3.10) 
But the specific surface S~ for spheres is given as (, M", /. 
.. "-)' M~", 
Therefore, 
I-£' 
The mean pore diameter is now used in the Hagen-foiseul1le equation 
resul ting in 
2' 2 2.Su .(1-£) 
£3 
Equation 3.3.14 is then corrected by acoounting for tortuosity of 
the packing. Henoe 
Comparing equation 3.3.15 with the Kozeny-Carman equation gives 
(3.3.16). 
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If KK is the permeability predioted by Kozeny-Carmanand K" the 
permeability oaloulated from the model 
2T. 
0-
Determination of the Tortuosity Factor(lG) 
In a paoked bed the path length of a fluid flowing in a 
. vertioal direotion will invariably be longer than the height of the 
bed. If L ill the height of the bed and L f' is the aotual path length 
then 
1;= Lp L 
Consider an 'elemental fluid flow liit; ZY passing through a 
vertical section of the bed(Fig.3.3.2). Each time this line strikes 
~ . 
a sphere, it will ob:v1ously have to traverse around the p"rlmeter to , 
. . . '. . 
overcome that partioular sphere. It is assumed that the fluid will have 
equal probability of taking either the .shorter orlon~er route t~over- .' 
loome the sphere. The flow line striking the sphere 1 at E will either 
have to traverse the arcs P or Q as indioated by the arrows. Between F 
and G, sin08. there is no obstBolein its way, the flow line wiil continue 
in a straight line, the length of which will be termed the "free" length. 
From G to H the flow line will proceed in a similar manner as it didlf 
from E to F. The total path length per unit length. of the bed (Tortuosity) 
I
Will be the sum of the totslarc lengths and the total "free" lengths. 
Thus , 
Ts = L .. = ~ro length per + L 
_unit length. 
T = s 1'1" • ,2,'5 +S 
where nQ = mean number of arcs 
5 = .L ( mean aro length ) 
:t 
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~free length per 
Lunit length. 
(3.3.19) 
Now consider a sphere of radius r in"; Fig.3.3.j.. If the :f'low line 
strikes the sphere at E, it will have to travel an arc length of 2S 
in order to pass it. Let the line EF cut the diameter at a" distance 
of x from the centre. If the angle subtended by the arc at the centre 
"is 2e , simple geometrical oonsiderations will give the following 
"relationships. 
s = l'e (3.3.20) 
= co~ e (3.3.2t) 
s -. ;::: r.cos :x 
r 
(3.3.22) 
If s~ is half the arc length for a" sphere" of radius r and 
if an elemental strip dx is taken on the diameter at right angles 
to the line, the chance of a particle of f'luidstriking the sphere 
between x and x+dx is equal to the chance of <il\: ·".e.\e,;, .. ,,~\:;- s\-.. :" 
''lrr ,~e .. c.\.:)(::. -""",, ~f.. t"o\i..-..\. (1...Teo.. err 'Tr'("'~ 
~ .:. 
Thus if f(S) is the frequency function of S 
iT'r" 
f(s) o\s .2 'l'1'.:c . cl. x (3.3.23) 
But by definition S'~c<31f'i'.." 
S" = S f(S)S. ds 
s·o 
Combining equations 3.3.22,"3.3.23, and 3.3.24 gives 
S 
'\" f~=;Y' "'" 
(3.3.26) 
Integrating equation 3.3.26 gives ~ 
S,,;: ;. r[(2 ;: - ~ <-os'\; - :;(1 - ;~J 
Inserting the limits 
s" = 
ST" = 
.,," 
$, ..... = 
-I Cos 0 : _ 'TT O"t". ;;>. 
However, if the entire size distribu~ion of the spheres is considered, 
S,. the overall mean arc length is given as: 
s 
~ 
.1[if:;1d~, t<s)s.ds 
" . i"n)') d'1' 
(;(X)dx is nomalised so thBi~(~)dr=1 Jo ~~~~ 1 
Also 1 1'(s)s dS = 81' 
Therefore equation 3.3.28 becomes; 
.,..=x""o. ... 
S = S +('1') dY'. s~ 
r.e 
Having obtained Sand sinoe every chord will give rise to an arc 
Combining equations 3.3.6 and 3.3.30 and substituting in equation 
3.3.19 gives 
Using equations 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, M ... can be expressed in tems of 
M2X and M~,which in turn are a function of So' Hence equation 
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3.3.31 becomes 
+ £. 
Since So and S can be obtained f'rom the partiole size distribution 
data, Ts can be easily; evaluated. Substituting f'or TS'·:i..n equation 
3.3.15, the pressure gradient f'or fiow through a paoked bed of' spheres 
can be predicted by the model. 
Packings of' irregular shaped partioles. 
Fbr'random packings of' irregular partioles, Debbas and 
Rumpf" have employed the same method using the Feret diameter x". 
which, iD) this partioular case, can be defined as the mean perpendioular 
, i 
distanoe between two tangential planes running parallel to each other 
I 
and to'the seotion plane.(Fig. 3.3.4) 
The mean section area of the particles oan be derived ia a 
I 
similar manner to that of' equation 3.1.4. Thu. 
I 
M.",. 
M,,,,~ 
where M,xsis the first moment of the p~rticle size distribution 
and M3J<. is the third moment obtained by using the equivalent diameter 
• 
x. of an equal volume of the sphere for eaoh size of' the partiole. 
Mo"" and. Ma'<scan 'be obtained from the sieve analysis of the partioles 
by the follOwing equations 
M,,,,, 
s 
(26D~:J 
(yLly :£:~') 
where {:),J)..:.= weight of fraotion with mean diameter x.;. 
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It may, however, seem an oversimplification to derive the 
parameters from the size distribution data. It would be neoessary 
to measure the actual area and chord size distributions of 
irregular particles and hence the aro lengths. This can be achieved 
by measuring under a mioroscope the actual interseotion of the 
partioles by a random line. 
1~ 
. I 
m r!2.c.ri on 
of flow 
Fig .. 3.3. 1.. Illusrrotion· for full. MCWn 
Pore! Diall1~tQ.r Derivorion. 
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sect-ion 
line 
· flow lioQ. 
... {( 3 
Fig. 3. 3.2. IlLu5~roho~ For- Tor~uo::.·,r~ 
Fador J)QJQ.rmioorion. 
Chapter/,lt. Discussion. Conclusion and 
Recommendations for Further Work. 
4.1 .Discussion 
The preliminary experiments have shown that permeability 
is dependent on the porosity of a packing which in. turn is a function 
of the particle size distribution •. A unique relationship between 
permeability and porosity would be most desirable. However, there 
cannot be a general·relationship between the two parameters as beds 
of the same porosity are known to have given different values'of 
permeability. As can be seen from Runs GRA1 and GRA6, for the same 
, ~ porosity, the resulting permeabilities were found to be 4.25 x 10 
cm
2 
and 3.25 x 10~cm2 respectively; a variation of approximately 
25%. 
Regarding the influence of particle size distribution on 
the porosity of a packing, the preliminary experiments showed that 
for powders of the same size limits the porosity of a packed bed 
decreases as the cumulative percentage vs particle size curve approaches 
. linearity(Figs. 2.1.2 and 2.1.3). Also, the beds of wider size range 
have a lower porosity than that of a similar size distribution but 
narrower size limits. The preliminary experiments have shown that 
the permeability can be altered considerably by adjusting the size 
distribution of the particles. 
The theoretical model which was derived from simple 
statistical considerations was found to agree very closely with the 
experimental results in which the penneabili ty did not change with 
time, namely the experiment~ on Grades 3 and 7 in Cell B. It also 
agreed very closely with the Kozeny - Carman Equation as shown in 
Tables 3.3.1-3.3.18; the ratio between the theoretical and 
Kozeny-Carman permeabilities being 5/2T$ • However, the model was 
found to depart appreciably from the experimental results where 
permeability varied with time. Hence, with the experiments on Grade 
3 in Cell A, the permeabilities predicted by the model were 2-3 timesc 
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greater than the experimental values. 
It oan be seen from Figs. 2.5.7-2.5.9 (Runs G3A1-G3A7) 
that there was an inorease as well 'as a decrease in permeability 
with time. It is also significant that, with the exception of G3A3, 
the stable values of the remaining experiments were within 10% of 
each other. In order to determine whether this variation in permeability 
with .tinie'· was a random fluctuation, students" t" test was 
applied to eaoh of the permeability - tinie curves as shown in 
Appendix (4.1). The probability level was less than 5% in 5 of the 
7 cases. Therefore the null hypothesis that the samples show 
random fluotuation is rejeoted. 
There was a slight variation of permeability with time 
for Granite whioh was of a size oomparable to Grade 3 glass beads. 
However, the effeot was not as pronounoed as with its spherical 
oounterpart. 
As shown in the ljiterature survey, the followin,g effeots 
oontribute to the variation of pe11lleability with tinie: 
(1) Filtering effect. 
(2) Entrained air in the water. 
(3) Eleotrokinetio effeot. 
(4) Repaoking of the struoture. 
The first three oan be olassified as the properties of the fluid 
and the last one as a property of the paoked bed. Aooording to 
previous investigations, one or more of these oan give rise to 
pe11lleability ohanges with time. 
In Run G4A1, the experiment was performed wit.l:tout the 
filters and the de-aerator. The permeability was found to decrease 
gradually over a 5 day period. The water was filtered and de-
aerated for Runs G4A2 and G4A3. In the latter experinients, the 
pemeabilities still fell with tinie, although the deorease was less ' 
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than in the first experiment. In addition. permeability was two 
orders of magnitude greater in the more controlled experiments. 
These experiments show that when the fluid properties are 
kept constant permeability deoreases still occur. This s?ggests that 
the changes are due to repacking of the bed. However. there was no 
measurable change in bed height. and hence no change in overall 
porosity during each experiment. This implies. that localised 
repacking ocours. and confirms the hypothesis put forward by Heertjes 
(69) • 
The negligible change of permeability with time for 
experiments on Grade 7 in Cell B(Runs G7B1-G735) confirm; that the 
properties of water are eliminated. This would further suggest 
that the ohanges in permeability with time occuring in- Grade 3 
experiments were due to the property of the bed. 
The "hysteresis" experiments (G7A1-G7A2) provide further 
evidence for the unstable nature of the packing. 
It is possible that, since Grade 3 glass beads are of a 
,'reasonal)le size range(1240-1900 miorons). segregation by size 
occurs in a packed bed. This was tested by dividing the size range 
of the sample into small fractions and the theoretical permeability 
for each section calculated(Appendix 4.2). The calculation shows 
that segregation is not a significant factor as' the minimum 
permeability possible is still very much higher than the experimental 
values. 
It was found that for both Grades 3 and 7. the larger Cell 
(Cell A) promoted to a much greater extent. the permeability 
variation with time. The ratios of cell diameters to Grade 3 
particle size for the two cells were 75 for Cell A. in which 
permeability variation with time was prominant. and 25 for Cell B 
where the effect was negligible. The respectiwe ratios for Grade 7 . 
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in Cells A and B were 150 and 50. It is possible that with the 
smaller oel~ partiole interlooking takes plaoe, resulting in a more 
rigid paoking. ,'Ii th the larger oross-seotion, however, there is 
more room for movement of. the partioles, and henoe the unstable 
nature of the paoking. Also, for a given partio1e size, the.ohanoes 
of ohsnneling ooouring are higher in the larger oell. 
There is no satisfactory method available for determining 
the non-uniformity of a packing radia11y. However, the uneven nature 
of the packing along the depth oan be determined from the pressure 
gradient measurements from the "multi-bed" experiments. The results 
from these experiments oan be interpreted·to suggest that the loosest 
paoking exists at the section adjaoent to the septum. This is in 
oontrary to the findings of Hutto(58) and Graoe(61) •. The differenoes 
in the findings may be attributed to the experimental teohnique 
employed by the author; before the oommenoement of eaoh experiment 
the bed was tapped to a constant height and this would consolidate· 
. the top seotion without any movement of the partioles in the lower 
seotion. 
A theoretioal model for higher flow rates has alsa been 
developed, taking into oonsideration the pressure gradient due to 
momentum ohanges (Appendix 4.2). At high flow rates, the inertial 
forces will be more prominent than at low flow rates. This is 
illustrated by the sample oa10ulation given in the above Appendix. 
It oan be seen that at a low flow rate of 20.90 oo/sec., the pressure 
gradient due to momentum ohanges is less than 0.57; of that due to . 
drag forces. This inoreased to 23% with a hypothetical high 
flow rate of 1000 co/sec. for the same properties of the bed. 
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4.2. Conclusion. 
A theoretical model ~or low flow rates ofa ~luid through a 
bed o~ spherical particles has been derived from simple statistical 
considerations. It establishes a relationship between permeability, 
porosity and the parameters derived from the.particle size 
distribution, namely, specific surface. and tortuosity. 
This model is an improvement on the KOzenY-Carman Equation 
since it takes into account the dependence of tortuosity on particle 
size distribution. However, the KozenY-Carman Equation, irrespective 
of partiole size distribution and shape, uses a oonstant of 
Proportionality. 
The permeabilities predioted by the model agree closely with 
the experimental values in oases where permeability variation with 
time is negligible. In those oases where penneability changes with 
time it is found that the predioted values are appreciably higher 
than the experimental values. 
A model for high flow rates has also been derived, taking 
into aocount momentum changes. It illustrates that the pressure 
gradient in a packed bed due to momentum ohanges is signifioant 
at high flow rates. 
The theoretical model can be applied to a packing of irregular 
particles. However, an irregular shaped particle does not lend 
itself to simple geometrioal considerations, and therefore any 
parameter derived from its partiole size distribution will not be 
representative. It may be necessa~, in this case, to actually 
measure the chord size distribution for calculating the mean pore 
diameter and the tortuosity factor. 
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Hi therto it has been believed that permeability is a constant 
property of' a packed bed. This investigation has shown that f'or 
some beds, depending on the particle size to cell ratio, there is 
a variation with time due to local repacking. This ef'f'ect is more 
signif'icant with spherical than irregular shaped' particles. Since these 
changes take place with.no change in overall porosity of' the bed it 
would appear that porosity is a less signif'icant f'actor than is 
generally accepted. 
4.3. Recommendations f'or Further Work. 
The study described in this thesis leaves many questions still 
unanswered. The suggestions f'or fUrther work are as f'ollows! 
1. It would be interesting to investigate the !'low 
behaviour in a packed bed at high !'low rates, and the f'low 
model derived f'rem momentum considerations could be tested 
experimentally under these new conditions. This was not 
possible with the apparatus used in this study. 
2. The theoretical model may be extended to packings of' 
irregular particles by the methods outlined in the discussion. 
"·3. Measurements of' Residence Time Distributions should be 
made at the same time as permeability measurements to 
clarify the ef'f'ect of' local repacking. 
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APTh'NDICES. 
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Appendix 2.1 
, 
Phys.\.cal Properties of' the samples 
Density of' Glass Beads and Gran.Lte: 
The densities of glass beads and granite were f'ound by 
liquid displacement method using water. Two deteminationsof the 
density of' glass beads were made and .the average waluewalf found ,to 
be 2.902 gms/cc. The density of' granite was 2.72 gms/co. 
Particle Size Detemination: 
The partiole size of' eaoh grade of glass beads was detemined 
by miorosoope oounting. This oonsisted simply of measuring the 
individual size of a number of' partioles in a representive sample, 
Whioh were dispersed on a microsoope slide, using an eyepieoe y,erruLer. 
Approximately 1'000 beads were counted for eaoh sample and the results 
are given in Tables 2.A.1 and 2.A.2 and are plotted as oumulative 
percentage under size ourves in Figs. 2.5.1 - 2.5.2. 
The size distribution of granite was· detemined by sieving 
a representative sample through a set of sieves and weighing the 
fraotion on eaoh sieve. The results are shown in Table 2.A.3 and 
plotted as cumulative percentage undersize im Fig. 2.5.3 
Speoifio Surface: 
The speoifio surfaoe of' eaoh sample was then oalculated 
using the following definition; 
Specific Surface = Surface area of particles 
of' partioles. Volume of partioles 
So = KALND2 = K. 14"0< 
K .. END3 K¥ M,,~ 
(1 ) 
where M .. ", = second moment 
14&~ = third moment 
K.,K¥ = shape f'actors 
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For Spheres 
(2) 
Using equation (2) the specific surfaces of grade 3 and 7 glass 
beads were caloulated. 
Speoifio Surfaoe ot Grade 3 = 38.16 ·om-1 
Specifio Surfaoe of Grade 7 = 85.1 -1 om 
For granite, the shape faotors are given by Heywood. (98) 
K .. = 2.5 - 3.2 
Ky = 0.2 -0.28 
The speoifio surfaoe oan be defined in tenns of the fractional weight 
retained on each sieve and size. 
Thus 
where PI is the fraotional weight tror particle ot sl.ze cr •• Using the 
shape factor given above the specifio surface was found. to be in the 
. -1 
range 119.883 om 
. -1 
is 114.745 cm • 
66 ~ .. to 109. 0 cm .• Henoe the average specific surface . 
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Table 2.A.1 Size Analysis of Grade 3. 
Microscope Count Cumulative Size Analysis 
Size Range Number CumUlative Siz:e Cumulative (microns) number (microns) percentage 
undersiz:e 
1100-1200 0 0 1200 0 
1200-1240 0 0 1240 0 
1240-1280 3 3 1'280 0.3 
1280-1320 6 9 1320 0.9 
1320-1360 7 16 1360 1.6 
1360-1400 20 36 1400 3.6 
1400-1440 38 74 1440 7.4 
1440-1480 99 173 1480 17.3 
1480-1520 167 340 1520 33.9 
1520-1560 178 518 1'560 51.7 
1560-1600 181 699 1600 69.8 
16oo-1!7oo 242 941 1700 93.9 
1700-1800 53 994 1800 99.2 
1800-1900 . 8 1:002 1900 1100 
1900-2000 0 1002 2000 100 
" ( 
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Table 2.A.2 SiZ9 Analysis of Grade 7 
M1o~sooEe Count Cumulative Size Anal;tsill 
Size Range Number Cumulative She Cumulative (mio,rons) number (microns) percentage 
undersize 
300-400 0 0 400 0 
400-440 0 0 440 0 
440-480 0 0 480 0 
480-520 0 0 520 0 
520-560 4 4 560 0.4 
560-600 28 32 600 3.2 
600-640 139 171 640 17.2 
640-680 21B 389 680 39.0 
680-720 247 636 720 63.8 
720-760 249 885 760 88.8 
760-800 97 982 BOO 98.5 
800-900 15 997 900 tOO 
900-1000 0 , 997 1000 100 
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· .. ---------~------------:----:------~--.: 
Sieve Si.zs 
(miorons) 
'. 
1500 
1000 
900 
BOO 
Base 
Mean Siz:e 
1250 
950 
B50 
400 
Table 2.A.3 Sizs Analysis of' Granite f2hB 
Weight 
retained( grms) 
0 
. 16B.03 
38.34 
65.73 
5.BO 
Weight(gnns) 
168~03 
38.34 
65.73 
5.80 
277.90 
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Cumulative 
weight( grms) 
0 
168.03 
206.37 
272.10 
277 .90 
Fraotional weight 
0.6046 
0.1379 
0.2365 
0.0208 
1.0000 
Peroentage 
Cumulative weight 
% .' 
0 
60.5 
74.3 
97.9 
100 
Appendix 2.2 
Sample Caloulation of Experimental Permeability and Kozeny-Cannan 
Penneability 
The experimental permeability is calculated by uning D'Arcy's 
Equation in the tollowing form: 
( t) 
Data for Run G3A7. measurement number 1: 
Pressure Drop (6P) .....•..••...•..•.. 2.20 ems. of water 
Viscosity <jA) ....... , ................... 0.01386 poise 
Flow rate (Q) ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 20.90 co/sec. 
Density of- water 'f.;) ........ ............. t.O gr~/co) 
Height of. bed (L) ...... .-............ • ' • •• 6.85 ems. 
Cross seotional Area (A) ................ 1·02.6 om 2 
2 Gravitational constant (g) •••••••••••• 981.0 cm/sec 
Substituting the above data in equation (1) gives: 
K = (20.90) .(0.01386) .(6,.85) 
(102.6).(2.20).(1.0).(981.0) 
=. 8.96x 10-6 cm2 
Kozeny-Carman Penneabdlity: 
Pore si ty (£,) ................... ' ........... 0.395 
. -1 Speoifio surfaoe ••••• -................. 38.16 om 
of particles 
= 0.395 
5.(38.16).'/. • (1-0.395f 
K~ = 23.13 x 10-6cm2 
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Appendix 3.1. 
The Distribution Funotion o~ the Diameters o~ the Circles appearing 
in a seotion out throU'fjh a random bed o~ spheres. 
Let the number o~ oentres per unit. volume be N and let 
~(x)dx be the relative ~requen6y o~ spheres with the diameter inl the 
interval x to x+<ix. (Fig.3.A.1) . 
Then· x_ . J ~(x)dx = 1 
tJ 
and the number o~ spheres o~ diameter x to x+dx ooming within reaoh 
o~ an arbitrary plane ill' N.x.~(x) dx per unit area in the pllane. 
I~ it ill the mean diameter o~ sphere, N.it will be the total 
number o~ sphere images to the unit area in the seotion plane. Then, 
There~ore 
N.i.F(x) = N.x.~(x) 
F(x) = x.~(x)/x 
whe~e F(x)dx is the relative ~requenoy o~ spheres out by the plane 
having the aotual diameter between x and x+dx. 
The probability that a sphere with the diameter x, ~alling 
within the reaoh o~ the plane section, has ita oentre at the distanoe 
. . 2A . 
h to h+dh ~rom the seotion plane is 7. Henoe the relative number 
o~ spheres o~ diameter x to x+dx and with their o.entres·at the distanoe 
h to h+A(h <x) ~m the plane, is equal to 
~.F(x)dh.dx 
x 
But the -apparent" diameter o~ the oircular seotion out out of a 
sphere by the plane being denoted by y, is 
1.. a. y = X - 4.h (4) 
It oan be seen that the relative number o~ spheres having the aotual 
diameter x to x+dx and the seotion diameter y to y+dy im the section' 
plane is 
142. 
~.F(x)dx.~.dy = 1.F(x)dx. {.dy = 1.f(x)~ y.dy (5) 
x dy' x Jx - yi!( X ..)x*'- y" \ 
Therefore f(y) the relative frequenoy funotion of the seotion diameters 
in the plane seotion. 
f(y) = 3o· f:C:>: ~ '. (6) 
. it . iVx" - y'" 
)l.~,:/ : 
But . x=M Ut rf(X)dX 
Substituting for i in equation (6) gives 
f(y) =30. (;(;J~ . dx . 
K I)t J . . V~ i - y;(\ (8) 
x .. :J 
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Appendix 3.2 , 
7, 
The relation between the moments o~ distribution o~ circles Mnr and 
moments of distribution ofpartiole size Mn~. 
M~y =~~f(Y)dY 
... ' 
= n moment o~'f(y) 
As = x..;.... 
. JC' ..... 
= Jx·'.f'(X)dx (2) 
Of!, , ( ) 
= n moment of' f' x 
, ' 
Substituting the value o~ ~(y) ~rom equation (8) of Appendix 3.1 in 
equation (1) 
:to" It·" 
M"z = 1'J(;::"f ;(X)dx ) dy 
, M.)< (x" - y»Y-J 
.. ~ X&:t 
Solving equation (3) gives 
For e:XOple,il ':1 can be expresseli in telllls o~ the moments of ~(x) 
by using equation (5), gi vint 
Similarly, using equation (~) gives 
Msy =,g. Me. 
3, M,,. 
(6) 
The specifio ilurfaoe (s..), f'or IIpheresoan be represented in telllls o~ 
the. moments aB follows ; , 
S = Total surface area of spheres 
o " . 
Total volume of 'spheres 
= 'lfLN.x2 
~.x3 
'So= 6. MaL. 
143)( 
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Appendix 3.3 
The Distribution Funotionof the chords appearing in a seotion line 
out through a plane of oircles. 
, 
Let the number of ohords per unit length be N and let f(y)dy 
be the relative frequenoy of oircles with the diameter in the interval 
y to y+dy. (Fig~ 3.A.1 ) 
Then 
. S~;)dy = 1 .. (1) 
o 
and the number of circles of diameter y to y+dy oomin'g within reach 
of an arbitrary line is N.y.f(y)dy per unit length,. 
If :; is the mean diameter of oircles, N.:; will be the total 
length of chords per unit length of: :1;he seotion line. Then 
N.:;.F(y) = N.y.f:(y) 
or F(y) = y.f(Y)/y 
(2) 
0) 
Where F(y)dy is the relative frequenoy of circles out hy the line 
having the aotual diameter between y and y+dy. The probability that 
a circle with the diameter y falling within reaoh of the seotion 
line, has its oentre at the distanoe h to h+dh from the line is ~ • y 
Henoe the relative number of oircles of diametery to y+dy and with 
their oentres at the distanoe h to h+dh(h < y) from the plane is equal 
2 to y.F(y)dh dye 
But the length of the ohord. out out of the circle by the.· 
line being denotedby.z, 
2 2 2 
z=y-4h 
It oan be seen that the relative number of oircles having the aotual 
diameter y to y+dy and the chord length z to z+dz in the seotion line 
is 
~.F(y)dy.~.dz = !.F(y)dy. z.d~ = 1.f(y)dy. z.dz (5) 
y dz . y Vy£ - zi, Y iY£ - z"" 
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I 
.1 
Therefore f(z) the frequency funotion of the chords in the section 
line is given as 
- ':J=.':J~." 
f(z) = !ff(Y)dY Y (y"- z"')~ 
y= 
But . y = M IY ='p:t(y)~y 
Substituting for y in equation (6) gives 
:t~. y....,. 
f(z) =! • Sf(Y)dY 
M • ., (y .... z"')l!o. 
:t .. z 
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(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
... ,J \ 
--+---
sedion plane? 
~ec.honol area 
sa-ch on line? 
I 
I 
chord 
Fig. 3. A. I. IllusrrQ~ion for sC!.chooi~ a ::>phere 
and all are?Q. 
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Appendix 3.4 
Sample C8J.culation of PenneabUity ueing the Mathematical Model 
(M ... x.,ty't.~"'" ?""~ L..o .... $~ c....."e.) 
-The method of calculating the theoretical permeability 
from the size distribution data is desoribed below for' Grade 3 glass 
beads. The.dsta is tabulated in Table 3.A.1. Column11 gives the 
number of miorollCope counts for each size. 
ColUlll!ll 2 expresses the rrumber as fraction of the total number of 
counts. 
Column 3 is the partiole size irr,cms. 
Column 4 gives the mean arc length/2 contributed by each size fraotion. 
This is obtained by multiplying columns 2 and 3.( 3", is given as 
-~ 
S ... = ,Z.'I'1'.d from equation 3.3.27) The summation of column 4 will 
.. ", 8 
give S as per equation 3.3.29. _. 
Having obtained S. Ts is given by equation 3.3.32 whioh is 
T!, = (1-&).So .S...,.+ 
. 2 
(1) 
1 So for grade 3 is 38.16 cm-' 
Substituting for So and ~~ves 
Ts = 3.5046( 1- f) + (2) 
For run G3A7.g = 0.395 and Ts is obtained from equation (2). Hence 
T~= 3.5046 (1-0.395) + 0.395 
Ts = 2.520 
Comparing equation 3.3.15 with D'Ara,y's Equation AP/L = QJI1 A le 
givea 
Substituting for 
K = T 2 T. (1-e)!LS~ 
T$ • S.,and e in equation (3) results in 
3 
le = .. (0.395~ 
T· 2. (2.520). (1- 0.395. 08.16?: 
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Table 3.A.1 
Data for calculation of Theoretical Permeability 
f 2 3 4 
NUIIlber of Co.unts Fractional Number Partiole Size "$ = S,.f(r)dr .. ~ "" .. " 
(N) of oounts(n=f(r)dr) ( ems.) 
0 0.0000 0.1200 0.0000 
0 6.0000 0.1220 0.0000 
3 0.0029 0.1260 4.3026 
6 0.0058 0.1300 8.8784 
7 0.0069 0.1340 10.8872 
20 0.0199 0.1380 32.3365 
38 0.0379 0.1420 63.3707 
99 0.0988 0.1460 169.8520 
167 0.1666 0.1500 294.2573 
178 0.1776 0.1540 322.0510 
181 0.1806 0.1580 335.9973 
242 0.2415 0.1650 469.2043 
53 0.0528 0.1750 108.8010 
8 0.0079 0.1850 17.2092 
0 0.0000 0.1950 0.0000 
1002 1.0000 "5= 1837.1475 ...... 
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Appendix 3.5 
Mathematioal Model for Caloulation of Pressure Drop due to 
Momentum Changes 
A partiole of fluid can be oonsidered to aocelerate from 
rest to the mean interstitial velocity each time it effectively 
meets a solid particle. This is because the forward momentuJlLis 
oonverted to lateral pressure whioh evens out the forward velooitie •• 
Also, the variation in oross-seotion is appreoiable and the ohanoe 
of an individual partiole following a flow-line whioh maintains 
a oomponent of the forward momentum is very small. 
Now consider the size distribution of ohords resulting 
from a random line drawn through a packed bed 'in tHe' d!rection 'of, t'low. 
Let fez) be the frequency function of the distribution of chords. 
The number of times the fluid must be aocelerated in a unit length 
of the section line is equal to the number of chords per unit length. 
Thus, 
Number of aooelerations = n = 1-£ 
M.2. 
The pressure gradient due to momentum ohange is given as : 
(1) 
L>P/L = (rntersti tial) • (Number of aooelerationsl (Mass/time/length) 
velooity \ per unit length ) Area ' 
= v". 1- t '. fo-
S M,,, 
Substituting for M.2. gives 
t.P/L = 1 • 1- S 
2 £ 
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( 2) 
(4) 
Since So = 6M.:3x/M,. 
6P/L = !.1::£....So .v; Plo 
4 £ 
Sample Calculation for Run G3A7. Reading 1: 
Cross-sectional Area (A) ••• ", ••••••••••• 102.6 cm 
Porosity (£, ) ••••••• ~. e •••••••••••••••• 0.395 
2 
Specifio sur£ace (So) •••••••••••••••••• 38.1'6) cm2 
( 5) 
Fiow rate (Q) •••••.••••.••••••.•••••••• 20.90 co/sec. 
Density of water (pf) •••••••••••••••••• 1.0 ~oo. 
Substituting the above data in equation (5) gives 
Pressure drop due 
to Momentum change ~ =!. (1-o.395).(38.16) •. ~~i:-L 4 0.395 
." 0.6048 dynes/cm2 
The pressure drop due to drag forces is calculated, using equation 
3.3.15, for T. = 2.520 (from Appendix 3.4) 
Pressure drop due 
to drag forc es 
2 
= 123.4184 dynes/cm 
." 
Thus it can be seen that the pressure gradient due to momentum change 
is less than 0.5% of that due to drag forces and is therefore 
negligible at low f'low rates. 
In order to illustrate that the pressure gradient due to 
momentum change is· significant at high flow rates, consider a 
hypothetical flowrate of 1000 co/sec.· for the same conditions as 
. . . 
the sample calculation given above. The resulting pressure gradients 
due to the two meohanisms will be, 
2 Pressure gradient due to drag forces = 5905.1 dynes/cm 
2 Pressure gradient due to momentum changes = 1384.58 dynes/om 
As can be seen, the pressure gradient due to momentum ohanges is 
23% of that due to drag forces. 
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Appendix 4.1 
Student's Ht" test f'or Penneability - Time Curve 
In order to test the signif'icance of' the dif'f'erences of' 
means, each penneabilit¥ - time curve was divided into two parts 
and "to test was applied to the sections of' the curves. 
Sample Calculation f'or Run G3A1: 
The curve in Fig. 2.5.7 was divided into two sections at 
the 4 hours point on the time axis. 
-6 K, x 1'0 
11.86 
9.67 
8.67 
9.19 
8.94 
8.62 
8.58 
-6 Kz x 10 
8.86 
8.70 
8.22 
8.41 
8.21 
8.18 
8.13 
m,= 9.36 m~= 8.38 
Mean of' first seotion (m,) = 9.36 
Mean of' second seotion(m~)· = 8.38 
2 Variance (S ) of' eaoh sectiolll was calculated by the f'ollowing 
f'onnula.: 
Thus 
2 S,(f'or section 1) 
2 S'" (f'or section 2) 
-12 
= 1.30 x 10 
= 0.1183 x 10-12 
S~ the combined varianoe is given by 
2 2 2 Se = n, S, + n .. S& 
n,+n:l.-:2 
152. 
SuhstHuting n, = 7, n:l, = 7, S, andS:t gives 
2 . -12 Se = 0.8273 X 10 
Se = 0.9095 
The formula for "t" test is 
t = m, ..-m .. / n,n .. 
Se \J n, + n2 
\ 
Substituting the values gives 
t = 9.36 - 8.,38 
0.9095 ~) 
t = 2.2161 
Degree of freedom = n I + n!j. - 2 = 12 
From the tables of distribution of t ( 99 ) 
probability p <. 0.05 
The level of significance is less than 5'£ and so the null hypothesis 
is rejected i.e. the sample means are not the same. 
(The formulae used. in the above oalculations; are given in- Reference 
100 ) 
The significance levels of the other permeability - time 
cun-es of Grade 3 in Cell A are givelL illl Table 4.A.1 
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RWl No. 
G3A1 
G3A2 
G3A3 
G3A5 
G3A6 
G3A7 
Table 4:'A.1 
Students Ht" Test for Penneabili t;w - Time 
Curves of RWls G3A (Grade 3 in Cell A) 
-6 -6 
m, x 10 m. x 10 t 
9.3600 8.}800' 2.2161 
8.3000 7.5388 
5.3000 6.7975 
6.2750 7.34:20 
7.7975 7.94:60 0.8382 
8.04:75 7.7100 2.6299 
, 1.0297 
. 154:. 
Significanoe level 
p < 0.05 
p < 0.01 
p < 0.001 
p< 0.01 
p < 0.05 
Appendix 4..2 
Caloulation for segregat:loll! effect 
for Run G3A1 using the theoretioal model 
I 
The size distribution of Grade 3 glass beads was divided 
into narrow fraotions. With eaoh £raotion oonsidered seperately the 
pennea.bili ty oontributed by partioles within the fraotion was 
oaloulated. Fractional Size fraotion, fraotional Tortuosity and 
fraotional Penneabilities are given in Table 4..A.2 
The overall Pezmeabili ty is oaloula ted using .the following 
relationship 
.!t=!+1+'!+1 
K KI ~ K3 K4 
Substituting the fractional pezmeabilities give 
K = 23.0282 x 10-6 
. -6 2 The highest ~erimental permeability in G3A1 = 11.80 x 10 om 
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Fraotion 
1 
.~ '~ 
2 
3 
4 
Table 4.A.2 
Partiole 
Size(oms) 
0.1200 . 
0.1240 
. 0.1280 
0.1.300 
0.1,.340 
0.1380 
0.1420 
. 0~1460 
0.1500 
0.1540 
0.1580 
0.1650 
0.1750 
0.1850 
Size 
fraotion(n) 
0.0000 
0.0000 
f.OOOO 
0.0822 
0.0978 
0.2822 
0.5375 
0.1584-
0.2671 
0.2847 
0.2896 
0.7991 
0.1747 
0.0261 
156. 
Speoifio 
Surfaof (om- ) 
46.8750 
43.1658 
39.2898 
35.8968 
1" s 
2.5065 
2.0996 
2.4984 
2.500.3 . 
fraotional 
Penn~bi2itiell 
x 10 om 
,f 
17.0.355 
24.0160 
24 • .3262 
29.1206 
Appendix A 
Tables of Results 
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Table 2.:2.4 Permeabilitl - Time EXEeriment 
Run: G4A1 
Weight of bed: 603 grma. 
Height of bed: 3 cms 
Porosity: 0.325 
No. Pressure Viscosity Flow Expt. Time Day 
drop(A~) (Centipoise) :rate Penneability (mina) 
. (ems. of (cc/sea) 2 ...a (cm )x 10 
water) 
1 15.10 1.11 4.26 9i.30 0.00 2 16.60 1.11 4.05 8.00 9.00 1 3 17.00 1.11 3.71 7.20 25.00 
4 17.00 1.11 4.17 8.11 35.00 
1 14.30 1.23 2.88 7.41 0.00 
2 21.00 1.23 3.86 6.76 to.OO 2 
3 21.60 1.23 3.87 6.59 19.00 
1 28.00 1.31 3.69 5.13 0.00 
2 28.80 1.23 3.82 4.88 26.00 
3 29.70 1.15 3.86 4.47 38.00 3 4 38.30 1.14 4.42 3.92 68.00 
5 37.60 1.14 5.46 4.93 74.00 6 38.30 1.12 5.20 4.54- 86.00 
1 13.60 1.17 1.37 3.52 0.00 
2 13.70 1.17 1.37 3.48 26.00 
3 24.80 1.11 2.58 3.44 36.00 
4 24.80 1.11 2.60 3.46 44.00 
5 31.80 1.11 3.51 3.64 62.00 6 32.70 1.11 3.52 3.55 71.00 
1 13.70 1.05 1.32 3.02 0.00 
2 14.15 1.05 1.36 3.02 13.00 
3 29.90 1.05 3.00 3.15 22.00 5 4 30.40 1.05 3.03 3.13 28.00 
5 64.00 1.05 7.00 3.43 33.00 
6 64.00 1.05 7.00· 3.43 35.00 
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Table 2.5.5 Permeability - Time Experiment 
Run: G4A2 
Weight of bed: 2301 grme • 
Height of bed: . 11i.8 ems. 
Porosity: 0.344 
No. Pressure Viscosity ll'101l' Expt. Time· 
drop{AP' } { Centipoise} rate Pemeabd.lity {hrs.} 
{ems. of {cc/sec} {2} ~ cm x 10 
water} 
1 1.00 1.17 8.19 11.24 0.8.3.3 
2" 1.00 1.17 8 • .34 11.45 0.98,3 
.3 1.00 1.17 8.21 1.1.27 1.08.3 
4 1.00 1.11: 8.40 10.96 2.0.3.3 
5 1.00 1.11 8 • .3.3 10.87 2.1133 .. 
6 1.00 1.0.3 8.48 10.25 5.833 
7 1.00 1.03 8.59 1'0.38 6.000 
8 1.00 1.03 8.47 1]0.23 6.167 
9 1.20 1.05 8.30 8.56 19.417 
10 1.20 1.05 8~39 8.65 19.7118 
11 1.20 1.05 8.40 8.66 119.800 
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Table 2.5.6 Permeability - Time Experiment 
Run: G4A3 
Weight of bed: 2301 grms. 
Height of bed: 11.5 ems. 
Porosity: 0.3275 
No. Pressure Viscosity 
drop(AP' ) ( Centipoise) 
(ems. of 
water) 
11.90 1.17 
2 1.80 1.17 
3 1.90 
4 1.90 1.17 
5 1.90 1.17 
6 1.80 1.03 
7· 1.80 1.03 
8 1.80 1.03 
160. 
Flow Expt. 
rate P&:nneabUity 
(c~/sec) (cm2)x 10-6 
13.27 9.28 
13.20 9.75 
13.23 9.25 
9.32 
13.23 9.25 
13.33 . 8.66 
13.26 8.61 
13.60 8.83 
Time 
(mina) 
10.00 
12.00 
20.00 
77.00 
82.00 
245.00 
250.00 
260.00 
Table 2.5.7 Permeability - Time Experiment 
Run: G3A1 
Weight of' bed: .3660 grms. 
Height of' bed: 20.7 cms. 
Po rei sHy: .0.405 
No. Pressure Viscosity Flow Expt. Time 
. drop( aI") (Centipoise) raj;e Permeability (hrs~) 
(ems. of' (cc/sec.) 2 -6 (cm )x 10 
water) 
1 1.70 1 • .3.3 7 • .36 11.86 0.25 
2 1.70 1.17 6.82 9.67 1.416 
.3 1.70 1.17 6.18 8.67 1.550 
4 1.70 1.14 6.65 9.19 2.200 
5 1.70 1.10 6.71 8.94 2.700 
6 1.70 1.07 6.65 8.62 .3.166 
7 1.70 1.08 6.56 8.58 3.717 
8 1.70 1.12 6.53 8.86 4~28.3 
9 1.70 1.08 6.65 8.70 4.867 
10 1.70 1.06 6.40 8.22 5.500 
11 1.70 1.06 6.55 8.41 6.100 
12 1.70 1.06 6 • .39 8.21 6.68.3 
13 1.70 1.06 6.37 8.18 7.300 
14 1.70 1.06 6 • .33 8.13 8.000 
Table 2.5.8 Permeability - Time Experiment 
Run: G3A2 
Weight ot bed: 3660 grms. 
Height of bed: 
Porosity: 0.397 
No. Pressure Vi8cosity Flow Expt. Time 
drop(61" } ( Centipoise) rate Permeability (hrs.) 
(ems. ot (cc/sec.) . 2 . -6 (cm }x 10 
water) 
1 0.50 1.08 2.06 9.02 0.000 
2 0.50 1.06 1.87 8.03 0.250 
3 0.50 1.03 2.08 8.68 0.500 
4 0.50 1.03 2.09 8.73 0.750 
5 0.50 1.03 2.07 8.64 1.250 
6 0.50 1.03 1.97 8.22 1.500 
7 0.50 1.03 1.99 8.31 1.750 
8 0.50 1.03 1..85 7.72 2.250 
9 0.50 1.03 1.76 7.35 3.083 
10 0.50 1.06· 1.75 7.52 3.500 
11 0.50 1.07 1.79 7.76 3.750 
12 0.50 1.08 1.71 7.49 4.250 
t3 0.50 1.12 1.66 7.54 4.500 
14 0.50 1.12 1.65 7.49 5.000 
15 0.50 1.1"2 1.65 7.53 5.250 
16 1.12 1.73 7.49 6.000 
17 0.50 1.14 1.63 7.44 6.500 
18 0.50 1.14 1.62 7.59 7.000 
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Table 2.5.9 Permeability - Time Experiment 
Run: G3A3 
Weight ot bed: 1232 grms. 
Height ot bed: 6.67 ems. 
Porosity: 0.378 
No. Pressure Viscosity Flow Expt. Time 
drop(.1P' ) (Centipoise) rate Permeability (hrs.) 
(ems. ot (cc/sec.) (cm2)x10-6 
water) 
1 2.10 1.170 14.25 5.26 0.000 
2 1.80 1.170 12.35 0.500 
3 1.80 1.170 12.35 
1.50 1.170 12.65 1.000 
5 1.50 1.205 7.08 1.500 
6 1.50 1.205 ·12.65 1.750 
7 1.170 6.84 2.413 
--------
Table 2.5.10 Permeability - Time Experiment 
Run: G3A4 
Weight of bed: 1232 gms. 
Height of bed: 6.67 ems. 
Porosity: 0.378 
No. Pressure Viscosity Flow Expt. Time 
drop(~pl) (Centipoise) rate Pemeabili ty (hrs.) 
(ems. of (cc/sec.) 2-6 (cm )x 10 
water) 
1 3.30 1.235 23.43 5.81 0.000 i 
2 3.00 1.235 22.17 6.05 0.250 
3 2.90 1.235 22.17 6.26 0.500 
2. 60 1.235 22.17 6.98 1.167 
5 2.50 1.205 22.80 7.28 3.413 , 
6 2.50 1.205 22.80 7.28 3.667 
7 2.50 1.205 22.80 7.28 3.811 
8 2.50 1.205 22.80 7.28 4.333 
9 2.40 1.206 22.80 7.59 4.500 
Table 2.5.11 Permeability - Time Experiment . 
Run: G3A5 
Weight of bed: 1232 grms. 
Height of bed: 6.85 ems. 
Porasi ty: 0.395 
No. Pressure Viscosity Flow Expt. Time 
drop( .:lP' ) ( Centipoise) rate Permeability (hrs.) 
(ams. of' (col sec.) (em2)x 10-6 
Water) 
1 3.30 . 1.235 30.40 7.74 0..0000 
2 3.20 1.235 28.50 7.49 0.2500 
3 3.10 1.235 29.45 7.98 0.7500 
4 3.10 1.235 29.45 7.98 1.0833 
5 3.10 1.205 29.45 7.79 1.7500 
6 3.10 1.205 29.45 7.79 2.0833 
7 3.00 1.205 30.40 8.31 2.5000 
8 3.00 1.205 28.50 7.79 3.4167 
9 3.00 1.205 29.45 8.05 3.7500 
. i 
Ta.ble 2.5.12 Permeability - Time Experiment 
Run: G3A6 
Weight of' bed: 1232 grms. 
Height of' bed: 6.85 oms. 
Porosity: 0.395 
No. Pressure Visoosity Flow Expt. . Time 
drop(AI" ) (Centipoise) rate Permea.bili ty (hrs.) 
(ems. of' (oo/sec.) 2" -6 (em ):x: 10, . 
water) 
1 3.80 1.3lt-5 34-.20 8.24- a.ooo 
2 3.60 1.34-5 32.30 8.21 0.083 
3 3.60 1.308 32.30 7.99 0.583 
4- 3.60 1.270 32.30 7.75 1.583 
5 3.50 1.270 31.35 7.74- 2.250 
6 3.50 1.236 31.35 7.53 2.500 
7 3.50 1.236 32.30 7.76 2.667 
8 3.50 1.236 . 32.30 7.76 3.250 
9 3.50 1.236 32.30 7.76 3.583 
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Table 2.5.13 Permeability - Time Experiment 
Rum: G3A7 
Weight of bed: 1232 grms. 
Height of bed: 6.85 oms. 
Porosity: 0.395 
No.- Pressure Vheosity Flow Expt. Time 
.' drop(~pl ) ( Centipoise) rate PermeahHi ty - (hrs.) (ems. of (co/sec) - 2 -6 (cm )x 10 
water) 
1 2.20 1.386 20.90 8.96 0.000 
2 2.20 1.270 19.00 7.46 0.250 
3 2.20 1.270 19.00 7.46 0.500 
4 2.10 1.235 19.00 7.60 1.250 . 
5 2.1'0 1.235 19.00 7.60 1.500 
6 2.10 1.235 19.00 7.60 2.500 
7 2.10 1.205 19.00 7.42 3.000 
8 2.00 1.205 18.05 7.40 3.750 
9 2.00 1.205 18.05 7.40 4.000 
Table· 2.5.11t Permeability - Time Experiment 
Run~ G3B1 
Weight of' bed: 1232.6 gnDS. 
Height of' bed: 61.6 ems. 
Porosity: 0.395 
No. Pressure Viscosity Flow Expt. Time 
I drop(.1P ) ( Centipoise) crate Penneabl!.li1l¥ (hrs.) 
(ems. of' (cc/sec.) 2 -6 (cm )x 110 
. water) 
1 18.90 1.105 6.62 2.13 0.000 
2 18.90 1.105 6.17 1.99 0.500 ' 
3 19.00 1.083 7.35 . 2.31 1.000 
It 19.00 1.103 6.17 1.97 1.500 
5 19.10, 1.075 6.25 1.94 2.000 
6 19.10 1.073 6.It1 1.98 2.500 
7 19.10 1.055 6.50 1.98 3.000 
8 19.30 1.073 6.43 1.97 3.500 
9 19.30 1.073 6.37 1.95· It. 500 
10 19.10 1.073 6.35 1.96 5.250 
11 19.40 ·1~098 6.1t1 1.99 5.750 
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Table 2.5.15 E!nneabili ty - Time Experiment 
Run: G3B2 
Weight of' bed: 1232.6 gnns. 
Height of' bed: 59.5 ems. 
Porosity: 0.373 
No. Pressure Viscosity Flow Expt. Time· 
drop(AP' ) (Centipoise) rate PenneabHi ty (hrs. ) 
(ems. of . (cc/sec) 2 -6 (om )x 10 
water) 
1 34.30 t.01 10.98 1.73 0.000 
2 34.30 1.02 10.90 1.73 0.500 
3 34.30 1.03 10.86 1.74 1.000 
4 34.30 1.02 10.75 1.71' 1.500 
5 34.40 1.04 10.67· 1'.73 2.000 
6 34.30 1.05 110.47 1 .71 2.500 
7 34.30 1.05 10.51 1.72 3.000 
8 34.30 1.06 10.48 1.73 4.000 
9 34.40 1.09 10.27 1.74 5.000 
Table 2.5.16 Permeability - Time Experiment 
" Run: G7A1 
Weight of bed: 2366 grms. 
Height of bed: 12.77 cms. 
Porosity: 0.395 
No. Pressure Viscosity Flow Expt. Time 
" , (Centipoise) (hrs.) drop(,M) rate Permeability 
(cms. of (cc/sec.) (cm2)x 10-6 
water) 
1 13.110 1.2030 27.55 3.21 0.000 
2 12.00 1.2370 23.75 3.11 1.000 
3 12.10 1.3075 24.70 3.39 2.000 
4 12.20 1.3075 23.75 3.23 2.250 
5 "12.20 1.3075 25.65 3.49 3.250 
6 12.30 1.3075 24.70 3.33 4.250 
7 12.30 1.3075 24.70 3.33 5.250 
8 12.30 1.3075 24.70 3.33 5.416 
9 10.90 1.3075 22.80 3.47 1.250 
10 11.80 1.2700 26.60 3.63 2.083 
11 12.00 1.3075 24.70 3.41 3.083 
12 11.70 1.3075 24.70 3.50 4.083 
13 11.60 1.2700 24.70 3.43 4.833 
14 17.70 1.2700 36.1'0 3.29 5.333 
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Table 2.5.1'7 Permeability - Time Experiment 
Run: G7A2 
Weight of bed: 2366 grms. 
Height of bed: 12.47 ClDS. 
Porosity: 0 .. 38 
No. Pressure Visoosity Flow Expt. 
I (Centipoise) drop(AP ) rate Permeabili ty 
(oms. of (OO/S80.) (om2)x 10-6 
water) 
1 9:.20 1.270 22.80 3.90 
2 8.6:0 1.237 20.90 3.72 
3 18.40 1.237 38.00 3.16 
4 19.60 1.237 38.00 2.97 
5 19.60 1.237 38.95 3.05 
6 19.60 1.237 38.00 2.97 
7 19.80 1.237 39.90 3.09 
8 20.00 1.270 38.00 2.99 
9 20.10 1.307 38.00 3.06 
10 20.10 1.307 38.00 3.06 
11 20.20 1.307 38.00 3.04 
12 20.20 1.307 41.80 3.35 
1'3 20.30 1.307 38.00 3.03 
14 18.60 1.307 38.00 3.31 
15 12.60 1.307 26.60 3.42 
16 10.20 1.307 24.70 3.92 
17 15.60 1 ~307 32.30 3.35 
18 10.00 1.307 19.95 3.23 
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Time 
(hrs. ) 
0.000 
0.750 
1.500 
2.500 
2.750 
3.500 
4.000 
4.750 
5.500 
6.000 
6.250 
6,.583 
8.500 
2.250 
4.500 
4.833 
5.583 
7.000 
Table 2.5.18 Permeability - Time Experiment 
Run: G7A3 
Weignt of bed: 3325 grms. 
Heignt of bed: 17 ems. 
Porosity: 0.3431f. 
No. Pressure Viscosity . Flow Expt. Time 
drop(AY' ) (Centipoise) rate Permeability (hrs.) (ems. of (cc/sec.) (cm2)x 10-6 
water) 
1 3.50 0.957 6.49 2.96 0.000 
2 3.70 0.957 6.71 2.90 0.250 
3 3.80 0.957 6.43 2.70 0.500 
4 3.80 0.957 6.57 2.76 1.000 
5 3.80 0.983 6.06 2.62 1.750 
6 3.80 1.005 6.21 2.74 2.250 
7 3.80 1.005 5.911 2.61 2.750 
8 3.90 1.030 5.95 2.62 3.250 
9 3.90 1.055 5.84 2.64 4.500 
10 3.90 1.080 5.000 
11 3.90 1.055 5.97 2.70 5.500 
12 3.90 1.055 6.16 2.78 6.500 
13 3.90 1.080 5.88 2.72 7.000 
14 3.90 1.080 5.95 2.74 7.08.3 
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Table 2.5.19 .Permeability ~ Time Experiment 
Run: G7M. 
Weight of bed: 3325 grms. 
Height of bed: 17 ems. 
Porosity: 0.3426 
No. Pressure Visoosity Flow Expt. Time 
I (Centipoise) drop(Af' ) . rate Permeability (hrs.) 
(oms. of (oo/seo.) (om2)x 10-6 
water) 
1 4.40 0.957 7.09 2.60 0.000 
2 4.40 0.983 6.80 2.57 0.250 
3 4.40 0.957 6.99 2.57 0.500 
4 4.40 0.957 6.97 2.56 0.750 
5 4.40 0.913 7.19 2.52 2.250 
6 4.40 0.893 7.09 2.43 3.250 
7 4.40 0.893 6.66 2.28 4.250 
8 4.40 0.913 6.62 2.32 5.250 
9 4.50 0.935 6.80 2.39 5.750 
10 4.50 0.935 6.82 2.39 6.000 
11 4.50 0.957 6.62 2.39 6.250 
12 4.50 0.957 6.75 2.42 6.500 
13 4.50 0.957 6.75 2.42 6.750 
14 4.50 0.957 6.66 2.39 7.000 
15 4.60 0.957 6.99 2.46 7.250 
16 4.60 0.957 6.71 2.36 7.416 
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Table 2,5.20 Permeability - Time Experiment 
Run: G7B1 
Weight of bed: 673 grms. 
Height of' bed: 32.1 ems. 
Porosity: .0.366 
No.· Pressure . Viscosity Fl.ow Expt. Time 
I 
drop(AP ) (Centipoise) rate Permeabili ty (hrs.) 
(ems. of (oo/see.) 2 -6 (em )x 10 
water) 
1 4.40 1.050 0.500 3.42 0.250 
2 4.40 1.060 0.510 3.52 0.750 
3 4.80 1.030 0.670 4.12 2.250 
4.80 1.040 6.670 4.16 2.750 
5 4.80 1.020 0.680 ·4.14 3.500 
6 4.80 1.020 0.690 4.20 4.500 
7 4.80 1.000 0.700 4.18 5.000 
8 4.80 1.000 0.701 4.18 6.000 
9 4.80 1.000 0.710 4.24 6.750 
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Table 2.5.21 Permeability - Time Experiment 
RUn: G7B2 
Weight ot bed: 673 grms. 
Height ot.bed: 31.7 ems. 
-Poro8ity: 0.358 
No. Pressure Viscosity Flow Expt. Time 
drop(M') (Centipoise) rate Permeabili ty . (hrs.) 
(oms. ot (co/sec.) (2) -6 om x 10 
water) 
1 4.40 1.06 0.48 3.27 0.250 
2 4.40 . 1.06 0.49 3.34 0.500 
4.40 1.05 0.50 3.38 1.500 
·4.40 1.04 0.50 3.35 2.500 
5 4.40 1.04 0.50 3.35 5.333 
6 4.40 1.05 0.50 3.38 6.000 
7 4.40 1.05 0.49 3.31 7.000 
8 4.40 1.05 
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Table 2.5.22 Pemeabili ty -. Time Experiment 
Run: G7B3 
Weight of' bed: 673 gms. 
Height ot bed: 31.9 cm's. 
Porosity: 0.362 
No. Pressure Viscosity Flow Expt. Time 
drop(d ) ( Centipoise) rate Permeability (hrs.) . 
(cms. ot (cc/sec.) (cm2)x 10-6 
water) 
1 8.40 1.07 1.06 3.85 0.f66 
'2 8.40 1.05 1.06 3.77 1.000 
3 8.40 1.05 1.07 3.81 1.750 
8.40 1.05 1.07 . 3.81 2.500 
5 8.35 1.05 1.07 3.81 3.166 
6 8.40 1.05 1.06 . 3.77 4.166 
7 8~40 1.04 1.08 3.81 5.000 
8 8.40 1.03 1.09 3.80 6.000 \ 
9 8.40 1.03 1.09 3.80 6.333 
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Table 2.5.23 Permeability - Time Experiment 
Run: G7B4 
Weight ot bed: 673 grm8. 
Height ot bed: 32.1 em8. 
Porosity: 0 ~366 
No. Pressure Visoosity Flow Expt. Time 
. , 
( Centipoise) drop(M ) rate Permeabili ty (hrs.) 
(oms. ot 
. (oo/sec.) 2 -6 (om )x 10 .. 
water) 
1 11.70 1.03 1.74 4.38 0.250 
2 11.70 1.04 1.72 4.39 0.917 
3 11.70 1.03 1.72 4.33 1.500 
11.70 1.04 1.73 4.41 2.000 . 
5 11.70 1.00 1.79 ·4.39 4.750 
6 11.70 1.00 1.81 4.43 5.500 
7 11.70 1.00 1.80 4.41 6.250 
8 11.70 1.00 1.79 4.39 6.583 
9 11.70 1.00 1.79 4.39 7.000 
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Table 2.5.24 Permeability - Time Experiment 
Run: G7B5 
Weight of bed: 673 grms. 
Height of bed: 32.1 ems. 
Porosi ty: . 0.326 . 
No. Pressure 
I 
Viscosity 
drop(.1P ) (Centipoise) 
(ems. of 
water) 
1 1.02 
2 
3 1.00 
4 
5 0.99 
178. 
Flow Expt. 
rate Permeabili ty 
(oo/seo.) (om2)x 10-6 
2.50 
4.18 
Time 
(hrs.) 
1.0000 
2.1660 
4.1660 
5.0000 
Table 2.5.25 Penueability - Time Experiment 
Run: GRA1 
Weight of' bed: 1339 gnus. 
Height of' bed: 7.8 ems. 
Porosity: 0.3848 
No. Pressure Viscosity Flow" Expt. Time 
\ ( Centipoise) (hrs) drop(M) rate Permeablility 
(ems. of' (aa/sec) "2 -6 (cm )x 110 
water) 
1 5.80 1.11 27.98 4.15 0.083 
2 5.80 1.10 27.78 4.08 0.333 
3 5.80 1.10 28.04- 4.12 0.500 
4- 5.60 1.09 27.83 4.19 0.750 
5 5.60 1.09 27.78 " 4-.19 1i.25O 
6 5.60 1.08 28.09 4-.20 1.750 
7 5.60 1.08 27.98 4.18 2.000 
8 5.60 1.08 28.52" 4-.26 2.333 
9 5.60 1.08 28.44- 4-.25 2.4-17 
10 5.60 1.07 28.71 4.25 3.583 
11 5.60 1.07 28.63 4-.24- 4-.000 
" 12 5.60 1.06 28.65 4.20 4.333 
13 5.60 1.07 28.57 4-.23 4.750 
14- 5.60 1.07 28.63 4-.24- 5.000 
15 5.60 1.07 28.57 4.23 5.250 
16 5.60 1.08 28.52 4-.26 5.500 
17 5.60 1.06 28.71 4-.21' 6.000 
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Table 2.5.26 Permeability - Time Experiment 
Run: GRA2 
Weight of bed: 1339 gnns. 
Height of bed:' 7.8 ems. 
Porosity: 0.3848 
No. Pressure Viscosity Flow Exp1i. . Time 
I drop(.1P ) (Centipoise) rate Penneability . . (hrs) 
(cms.of (cc/sec) (2) -6 cm x 10 
water) 
1 3.40 1.05 20.00 4.17' 0.167 
2 3.90 1.06 20.00 4.21 0.500 
3 3.90 1.07 19.61 4.117 f.OOO 
4 3.90 1.08 19.42 4.17 1.500 
5 3.90 1.08 19.55 4.19 2.000 
6 3.90 1.08 19.88 4.26 2.500 
7 3.90 1.09 19.88 4.30 3.000· 
8 3.90 1.08 19.94 4.28 3.667 
9 3.90 1.08 19.57 4.20 5.250 
10 3.90 .1.07 20.13 4.28 5.500 
11 3.90 1.07 20.04 4.26 6.000 
12 3.90 1.06 20.20 4.25 6.333 
13 3.90 1.06 20.20 4.25 6.411 
14 3.90 1.06 20.36 4.29 7.667 
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. Table 2.5.27 Permeability - Time Experiment 
Run: GRA.3 
Weight of' bed: 1339 grms. 
Height of' bed: 7.7 oms. 
Porosity: 0.3768 
No •. Pressure Visoosity Flow Expt. .. Time 
. I ( C enti poilfe) (hrs.) . 'drop(lIP } rate Permeability 
(ams. of' (aa/sea) 2-6 (om )X10-
water) 
1 3.30 1.07 13.99 3.4-7 0.167 
2 3.00 1.05 13.60 3.64- 1.000 
3 3.00 1.05 1'3.62 3.64- 11.750 
4- 3.00 1.05 13.37 . 3.58 2.500 
5 2.95 1' .. 05 13.4-9 3.67 3.167 
6 3.00 1.05 13.3] 3.58 4-.167 
7 3.00 1.04- 13.35 3.54- 5.000 
8 3.15 1.03 14-.4-9 3.62 6.000 
9 3.15 . 1.03 14-.35 3.59 6.333 
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Table 2.5.28 Penneabili ty - Time Experiment· 
Run: GRA4 
Weight of' bed: 1339 grms. 
Height of' bed: 7.9 ems. 
Poro~ityi 0.3926 
No. Pressure .' Viscosity Flow Expt. Time I ( Centipoise) (hrs.) droP(AP ) rate. PenneabUity (ems. of' (cc/sec) (cm2)x 10-6 . 
water) 
1 3.00 1.08 17.24 4.87 0,.167 
2 3.00 1.08 17.12 4.84- 0.417 
3 3.00 1.08 16.91 4.78 0.750 
4 3.00 1:.08 16.92 4.78 1.000 
5 3.00 1.07 16.86 4.72 1.500 
6 3.00 11.06 17.04- 4.72 2.083 
7 3.10 1.05 17.24- 4.55 2.500 
8 3.10 1.05 17.24 4.58 2.917 
9 3.00 1.02 16.95 4.53 6.000 
10 3.00 1.02 16.95 4.53 6.250 
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. , 
Table 2.5.29 Permeability - Time Experiment 
Run: GRA5 
Weight of bed: 1339 grms. 
Height at bed: 7 ~7 ems. 
Porosity': 0.3768 
No. Pressure Visoosity 
drop(ci ) (Centipoise) 
(oms; at 
_ter) 
1 2.50 1.06 
2 1.06 
3 2.50 1.05 
4 2.50 1.04 
5 2.50 1.04 
6 2.50 1.05 
7 2.50 1.05 
8 2.50 1.05 
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Flow Expt. Time. 
rate PermeablUt;y . (hrs.) 
(oo/seo) (cm2)x 10-6 
12.90 4.1:8 0.250 
13.21 0.500 
13.09 1.500 
12.85 4.09 2.500 
12.55 3 •. 99 5.333 
12.50 4.01 6.000 
12.50 7.000 
12.40 7.500 
I 
I 
i 
I 
Table 2.5.30 Permeability - Time Experiment 
. Run: GRA.6 
. Weight 01' bed: 1;339 grms.· 
Height 01' bed: 7.8 oms. 
Porosity: 0.3848 
No. Pressure Visoosity Flow Expt. Time 
I 
drop(,1P) . (Centipoise) rate . Permeablli ty (hrs) ., 
(oms. of (oo/sec). (om2)x 10-6 
water) 
1 2.20 1.07 8.26 3.11 0.250 
2 2.20 1.06 8.40 3.14 0.583 
3 2,20 1.08 8.40 . 3.19 1.083 
4 2.20. 1.09 8.33 3.20 1.500 
5 2.20 1.09 8.26 3.17 2.000 
6 2.20 1.09 8.36 3.21 2.500 
7 2.20 1.10 8.43 ·3.27 3.000 
8 2.20. 1.10 8.40 3.25 3.333 
9 2.20 1.10 8.36 3.24 3.500 
10 2.20 1.10 8.33 3.23 4.917 
11 2.20 1.10 8.19 3.17 5.250 
12 2.20 1.10 8.19 3.17 5.917 
13 2.20 1.09 8.23 3.116 6.250 
14 2.20 1.09 8.20 3.15 6.583 
15 . 2.20 1.09 8.19 3.14 6.750 
16 2.20 1.09 8.19 3.14 
17 2.20 1.09 8.19 3.14 7.417 
Table 2. 2.~1 Permeabilitl - Time ExEeriment 
, 
Run: GRA7 
Weight ot bed: 1339 grms. 
Height ot bed: 7.6 ems. 
Porosity: 0.3686 
No. Pressure Vbc:osity Flow Expt. Time 
, 
(Centipobe) (hrs) drop(AP) rate Penneabili ty-
{ems. ot (co/sec) (om2)x 10-6, 
water) 
1 1.10 0.94 4.77 3.07 -- 0.250-
2 1.10 0.94 4.70 -3.03 0.750 
3 1.10 0.96 4.67 3.04 2.250 
4 1.10 0.94. 4.67 3.01 3.000 
5 1.10 0~93 4.51 2.90 3.500 
6 1.10 0.93 4.51 2.90 6.500 
7 1.10 0.94 4.44- 2.90 7.250 
8 1.10 0.94 4.50 2.90 7.500 
9 1.10 0.94. 4.51 2.90 7.750 
Table 3.3.1 Comparison of Kozeny-Carman. Theoretical 
and Experimental Permeabilities (G7A1) 
Kk = 4.6487x10-6 cm2 
E = 0.395 
Till = 1.5.9.29 
Kt = 7.29SiXIo-6 cu?- . 
Kt/Kk = 1.5"6.94 
Kx1o-6 cuil 
3.21 
3.11 
3.39 
3.23 
3.49 
3.33 
3.33 
3.33 
3.47 
3.63 
3.41 
3.50 
3.43 
3.29 
!1L! ~ 
~2728 1.4481 
.3458 1.4947 
I 
.• 1521 1 1.3712 
. I 
.2587
1 1.4391 
.0904 1.3319 
f'1 909 1.3959 
~.1909 1.3959 
.1909 1.3959 
.~ 
.1025 1.3396 
.0098 1.2805 
• 1395 1.3632 . 
.0844 1.3281 
2.1270 I· " . I 1.3553 
,2.21751 1.4129 
In Tables 3.3.1 to 3.3.18 inclusive Kk = Kozeny-Carman Permeability, . 
Kt = Theoretical Permeability, and K = Experimental Permaability. 
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Table 3.3.2 Comparison of KozellY-Carman. Theoret1cal 
and Experimental Permeabilit1es (G7A2) 
Kk = 3. 94xl0""6 cu?-
E = 0.38 
T = >\. ,"o.i5" . 
s ...... e.tAf\ 
Kt = 6; >I ~ ~4x10""6 cu?-
KtlKk = 1.5"000 
KxlO-6 cu?-
·3.90 
3.72 
3.16 
2.97 
3.05 
2.97 
3.09 
2.99 
3.06 
3.06 
3.04 
3.35 
3.03 
3.31 
3.42 
3.92 
3.35 
3.23 
~ 
1.5760 
1.6522 
1.94-50 
,2.0694-
2.0152 
2.0694-
1.9891 
,2.0556 
2.0086 ' 
,2.0086 
2.0218 
1.834.7 
2.0285 
I . 
11.8569 r 
1.7971 " 
1.5679 
1.834.7 . 
, 
1.9029 I 
~ 
1.0102 
1.0590 
1.2468 
1.3.'265 
1.2917 
1.3265 
1.2750 
1.3176 
1.2875 
1.2875 
1.2959 
1.1760 
1.3003 
1.1902 
1.1520 
1.0050 
1.1760 
1.2198 
I 
Table 3.3.3 Comparison of Kozeny-Carman. Theoretical 
and Experimental Permeabilities (G7A3) 
Kk = 2. 59xl(J'"6 en?-
E = 0.3434 
Te = 1:.b?~1 
MU.. 
Kt = ;3 .9:5"~6xl(J'"6 cn?-
Kt!Kk = 1"S"~101 
Kxlo-6 em2 
2.96 
2.90 
2.70 
2.76 
2.62 
2.74 
2.61 
2.62 
2.64 
2.70 
2.78 
2.72 
2.74 
~-
1 • .3.35.3 
1 • .3629 
1.46.39 
1.4.321 
_1.5086 
1.4425 
1.5144 
1.5086 
1.4971 
-----.-, 
1.46.39 I: 
1.4217 I 
I 
1 .45.31 
1.4425 
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KIIK 
-
0.8750 
0.8930 
0.9591 
0.9384 
0.9884 
0.9451 
0.9922 
0.9884 
0.9810 
0.9591 
0.9316 
0.9521 
0.9451 
Table 3~3.4 Comparison of Kozeny-Carman. Theoretical 
and Experimental Permeabilities (G7A4) 
Kk = 2.5689xlor6 cm2 
E = 0.3426 
Ta = 1.~,389 
mea" . 
Kt = J.91lr6.xlo-6 c"lfil 
Kt!Kk = 1. '5"~5") 
Kx1o-6 cm2 
2.60 
2.57 
2.57 
2.56 
2.52 
2.43 
2.28 
2.32 
2.39 
2.39 
2.39 
2.42 
2.42 
2.39 
2.46 
2.36 
Kt/K 
J'1.5071 
1.5247 
1.5247 
1.5307 
1.5550 
1.6125 
1.7186 
1.6890 
1.6395 
. 1.06395 
1.6395 
1.6192 
1.6192 
1.6395 
1.5929 
1.6604 
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KWK 
0.9879 
0.9994 
0.9994 
1.0034 
1.0193 
1.0570 
1.1266 
1.1072 
1.0747 
1.0747 
1.0747 
1.0614 
1.0614 
1.0747 
1.0441 
1.0884 
Table 3.3.5 Comparison of Kozeny-Carman., Theoretieal 
and Experimental Permeabilities (G7Bl) 
K = 3.3676xlo-6 en?-
E = 0.366 
T 8 = ,-1. I;.J,~1 
tneQ.t\ . 
Kt =O.li(9)xl(j6 en?-
Kt/Kk = 1.'fFIf(''6 
Kxlo-6 en?- ~. KWK 
3.42 - .~. 0.9846 1.5231 
3.52 
,1.4799 0.9566 
4.12 1.2643 0.8173 
4.16 1.2522 0.8094 
4.15 ' 1.2552 0.8114 
4.21 1.2373 0.7998 
4.18 1.2462 0.8056 
4.18 1.2462 0.8056 
4.24 J.2286 0.7942 
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Table 3.3.6 Comparison of Kozeny-Carman. Theoretical 
and Experimental Permeabilities (G7B2) 
K k = 3.073 5x10""6 cTJi? 
E = 0.358 
Ts = 1.:G2,30 
",ean ' " 
Kt = fj..7;11.7xlo-6 ciTJi? 
Kt/Kk = 1.5")95 
Kx10""6 cTJi? 
3.28 
3.34 
3.38 
3.35 
3.35 
3.38 
3.31 
191. 
!:tL! 
1 1•44251 
I 
11.4166 
1.3999 
'1"41.,. 
"1.41;4 
, , 
, , 
,/1 •. 3999 1 
~951 
K.JsL!.. 
0.9370 
0.9202 
0.9092 
0.9174 
0.9174 
0.9092 
0.9285 
Table 3.3.7 Comparison of Kozenr-Carman. Theoretical 
and Experimental Permeabilities (G7B3) 
Kk = 3.2176x10-6 cm? 
E = 0.362 
,'" ,I, 
Ts = .1.b.2C:C 
M-e.",~ , 
Kt = 4.9M4x10-6 cmZ 
Kt/Kk =105'.,;31 
Kx10-6 cm? 
3.85 
3.78 
3.81 
3.81 
3.84 
3.78 
3.81· 
3.81 
3.81 
Kt/K 
1.2897 
1.3135 
1.3032 
1 • .3032 
1.29.30 
1.3135 
1 • .3032 
1 • .3032 
1,3032 
192. 
!Ii! 
0.8356 
0.8511 
0.8444 
0.8444 
0.8378 
0.8511 
0.8444 
0.8444 
0.8444 
Table 3.3.8 Comparison of Kozeny-Carman. Theoretical 
and Experimental Permeabilitiea (G7B4l 
Kk ~ 3.3675x10-6 cmf 
E = 0.366 
Ta = 1.:61;~,1 
M.eQI'\ . 
Kt = S"'. 2P5':ix1o-6 
Kt/Kk = 1.5'4'69 
Kx1o-6 crBG 
4.39 
4.39 
4.34 
4.41 
4.39 
, 4.44 
4.41 
4.39 
4.39 
193. 
Kt/K 
I -,.-
,1.1866 
I 11.1866 
[-h20')2 
; .1822' 
1
1
•
1866 
1.1732 
1.1812 
i(>,.. I 
.1866 ~ 
, 
1.1866 i 
~ 
0.7670 
0.7670 
0.7758 
0.7635 
0.7670 
0.7583 
0.7635 
0.7670 
0.7670 
Table 3.3.9 Comparison of Kozenv-Carman, Theoretical 
and Experimental Permeabilities (G7B5) 
Kk = .3 • .3676xlo-6 clff. 
E = 0 • .326 
Te =1.66'5'0 
no,e.o." ' ' 
Kt = S:Og~6xlo-6 clff. 
Kt/K = 1.5"1D4 
Kxlo-6 clff. 
4.18 
4,18 
4.18 
4.18 
4.18 
194. 
~ 
. • '" I:' 
1.2168,1 
,.
21681 
1.2168 
I 
1.2168
J " 1.2,168 
!li! 
0.8056 
0,8056 
0.8056 
0.8056 
0.8056 
I 
Cl 
Table 3.3.10 Comparison of Kozeny-Carman. Theoretical 
and Experimental Permeabilities (G3J.l) 
Kk = 25.777Oxlo-6 cril-
E = 0.405 
Ta = 1.g0~6 
l1'\eGl.I'\ . 
Kt = ?o.7;,is-xl(J6 cril-
Kt/Kk = 1.}"id-7 
Kxlo-6 cril- !tL! KJr!K 
11.80 -3.0294- 2.1844 
9.67 3.6967 2.6656 
8.76 4.0807 2.9425 
9.19 3.8898 2.8048 
8.94 ,.,,86 r 2.8832 
8.62. 4.1470 2.9903 
8.58 4.16631 3.0042 
8.86 4.03471 2.9093 
8.70 
. I 
4.1089 : 2.9628 
8.22 4.3488 3.1358 
8.41 4.2505 3.0649 
8.21 4.3541 3.1396 
8.18 4. 370f 3.1512 
8.13 4.3969 3.1705 
195. 
Table 3.3.11 Comparison of Kozeny-Carman. Theoretical 
and Experimental Permeabi1ities (G3A2) 
Kk = 23. 64x1o-6 c:m2 
E = 0.397 
Ta = 1 .• 9b~'6 
Wt. e. 01. '" "., 
Kt = ~:l.1#"/x1o-6 c:m2 ; 
Kt/K = 1. ?<l~o 
Kxlo-6 c:uf. 
9.02 
8.03 
8.68 
8.73 
8.64 
8.22 
8.31 
7.72 
7.35 
7.52 
7.76 
7.49 
7.54 
7.49 
7.53 
7.49 
7.44 
7.59 
196. 
!tL! ~ 
3.6327 2.6208 
4.0806 2.9438 
3.7750 2.7234 
3.7534 2.7078 
3.7925 2.7360 
3.986.3 2.8758 
.3.9431 2.8447 
4·2444 3.0621 
4.4581 3.2163 
4 • .357.3 3.1436 
4.2226 i 3.0462 
I 
. 4 • .3748 3.1561 
4 • .3458 3.1352 
4 • .3748 3.1561 
403515 3.1393 
4.3748 3.1561 
4.4042 3.1773· 
4 • .3171 3.1145 
Table 3.3.12 Comparison' of Kozeny-Carman. Theoretical 
and Experimental Permeabilities (G3A3) 
K = 19.178xlo-6 err?-
E = 0.378 
Ta = 1.,'~"!7g ft'\e",.. r' 
Kt = .26.0!l'.)!k1O-6 cn?-
, , 
Kt!Kk = 1.?~;Cl1 
5.26 
5.32 
5.32 
6.54 
7.08 
6.73 
6.84 
197. 
~ KIIK 
I~ 4~959~ i 3.6459 
" , 
4.9033 i 3.6048 
I 
4.9033 1 3.6048 
, 
4.9886 1 
, , 
2.9323 
, . 
4.6844! 2.7086 
3.8760 2.8495 
3.81)7i 2.8037 
Table 3.3.13 Comparison of Kozeny-Carman. Theoretical 
and Experimental Permeabi1ities (G3A4) 
Kk = 19.11lx1o-6 crr?-
E = 0.378 
. Ta = 1.1!,79 
. tn-e..:A.1'\ 
Kt = ;2.6.0g66x1o-6 cm2 
Kt/Kk= 1. p6i50 
Kx1o-6 cm2 
5.81 
6.05 
6.26 
6.98 
7.28 
7.28 
7.28 
7.28 
7.59 
198. 
~ 
4-.48991 
I 
. I 
4-.3118: 
I 
I 4.1671 I 
.. I 
3.73731 
3.5833 
I 
3.5833: 
. I 
3.58331 
3.5833 
3.4-3691 
KJlK 
-. 
3.3008 
3.1698 
3.0635 
2.7475 
2.6342 
2.6342 
2.6342 . 
2.6342 
2.5266 
Table 3.3.14 Comparison of Kozeny-Carman. Theoretical 
and Experimental Permeabilitiea (G3A5) 
Kk = 23.13xlo-6 cm2 
E = 0.395 
Ta = 1. &>1()1 
"n\~Q." 
Kt = l1.9J!.4'!xlo-6 cnf. 
K.JKk = -1.JS'10 
Kxlo-6 enE-
7.74 
7.49 
7.98 
7.98 
7.79 
7.79 
8.31 
7.79 
8.05 
199. 
K.JK ~ 
4.1272 2.9883 
4.2649 3.0880 
- 4.0031 2.8984 
4.0031 2.8984 
4.1007 2.9691 
4.1007· 2.9691 
3.8441 2.7833 
4.1007 2.9691 
3.9682 2.8732 
Table 3.3.15 Comparison of Kozeny-Carman, Theoretical 
and Experimental Permeabi1ities (G3A6) 
Kk = 23.13x1Ci6 cm2 
E = 0.395 
. T is =·1. 111.C?1 
."", .. ",,, , 
Kt = 'l1.944tb:lO-6 en?-
Kt/Kk =1. ~l?·fo 
Kx1Ci6 en?-
8.24 
8.21 
7.75 
7.74 
7.53 
7.76 
7.76 
7.76 
!:tL! 
~'8"7 
•• 8909 
(3.9980 
4.1219 
l.1272 
I 
i 4.2423 
I 
4.1165 
I 
l.1165 
I 
,4.11 65. 
200. 
~ 
2.8070 
2.8172 
2.8948 
2.9845 
2.9883 
3.0716 
2.9805 
2.9805 
2.9805 
Table 3.3.16 Comparison of Kozeny-Carman, Theoretical 
and Experimental Penneabil1ties (G3A7) . 
Kk = 23.1303xl0-6 cDf 
E = 0.395 
T =1. 'l?10-1 srne~", 
. Kt = >1.94~~xlo-6 eDf 
KtlI1c = 1.;$? 10 
Kxlo-6 en?-
8.96 
7.46 
7.46 
7.60 
7.60 
7.60 
7.42 
7.40 
7.40 
201. 
~ 
3.5652 
4-.2821 
4-.2821 
I 
4-.2032 < 
. j, 
4-.2032 I 
4-. 2032 1 
4-.3052 . 
4-.3186 
4-.3168 
~ 
2.5814 
3.1005 
3.1005 
3.0433 
3.0433 
3.0433 
3.1172 
3.1256 
3.1256 
Table 3.3.17 Comparison of Kozeny-Carman,Theoretical 
and Experimental Permeabilities (G3Bl) 
Kk = 23.1303xl0-6 cmG 
E = 0.395 
Ts = "I.R10.1 
Me"" " 
Kt = ),1. 94+~xlo-6 cmG 
., ,', 
Kt/Kk = 1.J1r10 
Kxl0-6 cm2 K.JK Ii:w'K 
- -21.31 1.4990 1.0854 
19.86 1.60&" 1.1646 
23.06 1 • .3852 1.0029 
19.72 1 .6199 1.1728 
19.37 1.6491 1.1940 
19.82 
.. \ 1.6117 1.1670 
, 
19.77 1.6158 1.1698 
19.68 1.6232 1.1753 
19.50 1 .6.381 1.1860 
19.64 1.6265 1.1776 
19.97 1.5996 1.1581 
202. 
Table 3.3.18 Comparison of Kozeny-Carman. Theoretical 
and Experimental Permeabilities (G3B2) 
Kk = 18.75xl0-6 cDf 
E = 0.373 . 
Ts = 1.~h7 
I'I\II!!",. I' 
Kt = .2 's: 5.2060cl0""6 eDf 
KJKk = 1'7d10 
KxlO-6 c~ 
17.28 
17.32 
17.43 
17.09 
17.24 
17.13 
17.19 
17.31 
17.39 
Kt/K 
1.4768 
1.4734 
1.4641 
1.4933 
1.4803 
1.4898 
1.4846 
1.4743 
1.4675 
~ 
1.0850 
1.0825 
1.0756 
1.0970 
1.0874 
1.0944 
1.0906 
1.0831 
1.0781 
~endix B 
Nomenolature 
204. 
A 
a 
b 
C 
c· 
d 
d,. 
D 
D' 
f 
g.g. 
Nomenclature 
Cross sectional Area (om2) 
Constant 
Constant 
Constant 
Constant 
The length oharecterising either the size of the 
pore openings or the particle (cm) 
The diameter of fibres (om) 
Hazen's effective size of sand; the sieve size through 
which 10% of material passes out and 90% is retained(cm) 
Sbe of 34%'of sand grains (mm) \ " , 
Mean hydraulio diameter and diameter of the capillary 
channel (cm) 
Theoretical pore diameter (cm) 
Diameter of the cell (cm) 
Dispersion factor 
( -1 Reciprocal mean diameter om ) 
Friction faotor 
Probability of local Voidage (Houghey and Beveridge' 8 ' 
DLOdel) 
Weight peroentage of lJcreen fraction of material 
10 •• 10" •••••••••• wc. having average 'diameters D, ,D ... 
• ~ ••••• Dc.. 
Drag foro e in Br:I.nkman' 15 model (dynes) 
Gravitational constant (cm/sec2) 
The heights above a reference level of the water in 
manometers connected below and above the packed bed( cm) 
205. 
H 
k 
K 
Ks 
K. 
L 
Ll' 
m 
n 
n. 
n,. 
N 
p~ 
bP 
Loss of head (ft. of water) 
Height of the periodio ohange of fraotional free 
area from layer to layer (Martin and co-workers) 
Head of fluid (cm) 
Constant 
Kozeny Constant 
Permeability (cm2) 
Oonstant 
2 Kozeny-Carman Permeability, Mathematical Model (cm) 
Sliohter's constant 
2 Theoretioal Permeability predioted by the model (cm) 
Permeability of the ,nth. fraction of the size 
2 distribution (n =1,2 ••••••• n) (cm) 
Length of the Packed bed (om) 
Path length (cm) 
Exponent for porosity (Brownel1 and Katz) 
nth moment of size distribution of spheres 
nth moment of siz~ distribution of seotional areas 
nth moment of the distribution of ohords 
Mass velooity 
Exponent 
No. of arcs per unit length 
No. of· fibres inl Brinkman,' s model 
No. of free lengths per unit length 
No. of spheres in Brinkman' B model 
No. of chords· per unit length 
No. of partioles 
Perimeter normal to flow (cm) 
Pressure drop (dynes/cm2) 
206. 
I 
q 
r 
s 
3 
3,. 
t 
T 
T. 
u 
v 
v, 
v. 
V4-
V' 
x,y,z 
Pressure drop (ema. of water) 
Flow rate per unit area (cm3/sec.cm2) 
Total flow rate (cm3/aec) 
Radius of particle (cm) 
Hydraulic radius (cm) 
Reynolds Number 
Radius of sphere in Ilr.I.nkman model 
Standard deviation 
Specific Surface of bed (cm -1) 
I (cm-1) , Specific Surface of the partiole 
Half' mean arc length (cm) 
Half mean arc length for sphere of radiuB r (cm) 
Time (secs) 
Temperature (degrees F) 
Tortuosity factor in Kozeny's equation 
Theoretical tortuosity factor 
Interstitial velocity (cm/sec) 
Superficial velooity (cm/sec) 
Pore velocity through a bed of fibres (cm/seo) 
Volume (em3) 
Volume of fibres per unit volume of bed 
Volume of spherioal envelope (cm3) 
Cartesian Coordinates 
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Suggestions for Further Work 
The experiments described in this thesis have shown that a packed 
bed of particles is basically unstable and that it is not possible to 
consider a bed to have a unique and constant permeability. Other 
investigators have noticed w~de discrepancies in the measurement of 
permeabilities in particular Professor Le Goff of the University of 
Nan~y has described in private discussions observations of the same type 
of behaviour. Because the overall po~osity of the bed does not change it 
is vital that direct observations of local particle packing should be 
made. It may be possible to achieve this by recording the position of 
dispersed lead particles by means of an X-ray photograph. A more 
suitable technique which does not introduce particles of varying density 
into the bed is to match the refractive index of the liquid used with 
that of the particles. For example, glass - methyl benzoate or 
perspex - glycerine,systems could be used. The position of coloured 
,'marker' particles could then be recorded photographically at different 
stages of an experiment and this would show conclusively whether the 
particles were moving while liquid was flowing through the bed. 
Since particles are rearranging due to the flow of liquid, it must 
• 
be pertinent to ask whether the bed can ,possibly be truly random in 
packing and even whether it is isotropic. It would be interesting to 
test the latter by a gamma-ray attenuation technique both before flow 
has commenced and also when the changes in permeability have occurred. It 
-' ~' 
is clear that all subsequent experiments must be carried out in a cell ' ~ 
of at least one hundred particle diameters in order to get a representative 
packing and variation in packing and that the results of many reported 
investigations are of limited value because this was not so. Measurements 
of the residence time distribution of the liquid in a bed which were made 
by the author of this thesis showed that the flow must be most uneven: , 
1 
• 
through different regions of the bed., Further measurements of residence 
time distribution may well be worthwhile but itis'essential to devise a 
more direct method of detecting changes in local density over a scale of 
scrutiny containing only a few particles. 
The tendency of the permeability to revert to its original value when 
flow is discontinued must also become the subject of careful investigation. 
,The 'hysteresis' results presented are not sufficiently precise to show, 
whether the reversion oc?urs mainly due to the cessation of flow or 
whether it is due to random vibration which subsequently reaches the bed. 
It may well be that the packing which is most stable without flow is 
different than ,that with flow and this can be determined only by visual 
observation of the bed using the techniques described, both as the flow 
is stopped and also as controlled vibration is applied to the bed. Some 
of the random fluctuations of permeability which have been reported by other 
authors such as Heertjes and Nijman make it clear that the local repacking 
is easily disturbed but it is not possible from this literature to say what 
has caused the step change. However, these authors do make it clear that 
such changes can occur with irregular particles and that it is not a 
phenomenon which is pe~culiar only to spherical particles. The experiments 
reported in this thesis were all performed at low Reynolds number and the 
forces on the particles are primarily viscous forces. A particle must be 
caused 'to move by the uneven drag on its su'rface due to the variation of 
local fluid velocity. This effe'ct is likely to be even more pronounced 
in a bed of irregular particles ,> but, of course, the frictional forces 
which constrain the particles are also much larger than those on the 
smooth beads used in these experiments. There must also be a range of 
particle size over which there is sufficient variation in local velocity 
to cause movement but which is not so large that this variation is 
I,! 
, 
is completely averaged. This size will, of course, depend on the size 
of the particles surrounding it. It is,therefore, proposed that further 
experiments be carried out with irregular particles of varying particle 
size ,distribution and of varying ~ngularity to determine under what 
conditions changes of permeability will have serious consequence in 
practical systems. 
The present investigation using spherical particles should also be 
extended to high Reynolds number to determine whether the variations in 
fluid velocity are now large enough to cause changes in local packing 
due to variation in hydrodynamic pressure over the surface of the particle. 
Further experiments at high Reynolds number are also important in order to 
test the model for momentum losses in a packed bed which is presented in 
Appendix 3.5 in this thesis. Previous theories of flow through packed 
beds at high Reynolds number rely on empirical factors even more than those for 
low Reynolds number. It is clear that all the geometrical models of packed 
beds can never become sufficiently precise to describe the flow through 
the bed and that more effort should be put into developing statistical 
theories. ,The technique 'suggested in this thesis of characterising the 
bed in terms of the random chord size distribution instead of the particle 
size distribution offers great promise and a test and further development 
of the model for momentum losses is urgently required. The model for drag 
due to viscous forces should also be elaborated. It represents a significant 
advance in that any model of , the 'bundle of tubes' type cannot truly 
represent a system in which the voids are, in fact, the continuous phase. 
However, the calculation presented in this thesis determines only the mean 
freee chord space. It must be possible to relate the size distribution of 
the chord spaces to that of the chords for a particular voidage and thus 
it may be immediately worthwhile to elaborate the model by calculating the 
• 
mean square· chord space rather than the simple mean value. 
The development of the use of chord.sizes instead of particle sizes to 
characterise a system will requ~re further work on size measurement 
techniques; It is apparent that particle counters of the 'flying spot' 
'0" 
type will be much easier to apply to this type of measurement if a 
suitable sample can be prepared. 
The testing of the model has itself been somewhat obscured in this 
thesis by the difficulty of measuring a constant and reproducible 
permeability for a given set of particles. It would be well worthwhile to 
test these models by measuring the permeability of ideal systems of particles 
which are bound, at their pOints of contact, into a rigid structure and 
also to compare these measurements of permeability with those for the same 
set of particles in the unrestrained state. 
In conclusion, the subject cannot be considered to be satisfactorily 
understood until it is possible to (a) relate the permeability of a bed, 
at any flowrate, to Bome parameter such as chord size distribution, which 
can itself be controlled in a predictable manner. (b) To predict how 
this permeability will change due to the forces exerted on the particles 
by the liquid flowing past them. 
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Voiiage or porosity 
3 Specific gravity of fluid (gms./cm .) 
Specific gravity of particles (gms./cm3 .) 
Average porosity 
Maximum local poroei ty 
Minimum local porosity 
Mean of maximilmland minimum of local poroeities 
Coefficient of !viscosity (Poise) 
Standard deviation 
Infinitesimal time interval 
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